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Energy. costs exceed 
university's budget 
by Barbara °Cowell 
aaaoclate editor 
UCF's energy consumption has rise.n and is no longer within the budget .project-
for : this yea_r , according to Richard V. Neuhaus, assistant director of thP 
Physical Plant. 
The proposed budget for the year underestimated the rising cost of energy. Ac·· 
cording to Neuhaus, the cost per energy unit has riseq over 35 percent and show5 
no sign of abating. "At this time," he said, "the cost of the kilowatt hour has risen 
from three to five cents." 
"They tell me that at other universities they're having problems. '.with . 
budgets," said N~uhaus. "Especially campuses like USF and UF, where medical 
centers are situated and consume a great amount of energy." 
According to Neuhaus, UCF has implemented a Delta 1000 and 2000 
Horeywell system for energy management. 
"When we heard about the demonstration seminar conducted by Honeywell, we 
thought it was ridiculous .. But we sent a representative who was also skeptical," he 
said. "However, he came back very optimistic about the program. After taking it 
up with the administration, we began to· use it off and on from April 1979 to the 
present .". 
Many bugs are still within the system, Neuhaus said, and there is no date plan-
ned to have the entire system working. . 
Neuhaus . added one ~f the biggest problems with the Delta is it is "very 
vulnerable toaberrationsin the line surges such as lightning." Energy Use, page 8 
Schools could adopt 
common calendar 
by Deanna Gugel 
editor In chief 
The State Articulating- Committee is 
expected to ·recommend a revision of 
the state universities' calendar system 
to Florida Commissioner of Education 
Ralph Turlington, according to state 
education officials. 
A cpmmittee studying the revision of 
Florida's postsecondary education 
system recommended earlier this month 
Dave Dur:ilo!J!Future 'that Florida adopt a common calendar 
_Barry Thomson . carries a double-load this quarter as student and . . for 'its State University ' and Community 
pr!sident of the UCF diving club. . College System: 
UCF research park planned to open in '81 
by ~athleen Foronda · kind aJ!ywhere in Florida . 
iitaffwrtter Last year the Board of Regents was awarded a lease from 
Construction o~ a univer~ity rf'search-pa-rk may begin in the. Florida Cabinet to operate a 260-acre site located in the 
19$0 and hopefully will be ready for occupancy by 1981, ac- northeast quadrant of the UCF campus, said Gunter. -Gun-
cording to Dr. Ralph Gunter of UCF's Sponsored Research. ter ha~ been involved with the formulation of the project for 
A rough sketch of the park has been drawn, and Gunter the past five years and is now chairman of the authqrity. . 
said detailed work will be completed within three months~ According to Gunter, the authority is a five-member volun-
At present, the Orange County Research and Development teet organization which develops and manages the park, 
Authority is applying for a grant from the Economic and has the power to buy and lease land. "There will be a 
Development Administration. The EDA grant requires a day when the auth~Hity will have its own staff, but that's 
matching grant, which the authority has requested from the down the road somewhere," said Gunter. 
Orange County Board of Commissioners. Funding would There are two main objectives to building the park, said 
provide a feasi,bility study, transporation study of UCF area Gunter. The first is to attract new research-oriented in-
traffic and complete master·plan. dustries into Florida for growth and stabilization. "Part of 
~ossihle tenants are -being sought, and Gunter :said the problem was not a broad enough base in the past," said 
discussions are already being conducted with one . foreign Gunter, adding the Central Florida area has been too depen-· 
electronics industry and one company in training systems.. dent on tourism. "The second is to strengthen the aca.demic 
The university-related research grants UCF faculty and rc'>le of the university . 
students· the opportunity to work with national and inter- Students will be~efit because the park would offer em-
national research-oriented firms without having to leave the ployment opportunities designed to enhance the educational 
campus, Gunter said. process, said Gunter. "Students will be able to go to school 
One of 17 university-related research parks throughout the _ and work on the same facility. This CLlts lots of things like 
country, the Central Florida Research.. Park is the first of jts travel time, an.Q fuel expenses." noted Gunter. 
The state universities presently U5'~ a 
quarter system, but community 
colleges are run on a modified semeste'r 
program. 
A proposal approved by the State · 
Council of Student Body Presidents 
calls for a modified 15-week calendar 
for both systems. The plan also calls 
for
1 
the first week to be designated for 
academic counseling and orientation. 
activities, while the final week would 
be i:illocated for exams, and academic. 
instruction would be given during the 
interim 13 weeks. Three semesters--one 
beginning in early September, one 
beftinning in January and extending in-
to April, and another lasting from 
early May to middle August--could be 
scheduled · during the acadmic year, 
according to the proposal. 
"It wouldbe fair to call the proposal 
a compromise which forces all in-
. stitutions·, faculty ; students and staff to 
give a little but does not force anyone 
to give a lot," according to the council. 
Will Wallace, Florida Student 
, Association Executive Director, also 
presented the plan to the Joint 
Legislative and Education Com-
mission on Postsecondarv Education • 
The proposed calendar ~ystem would 
offer a more diverse selection of cour-
ses than the quarter system but would 
not allow students as much rese"a rch 
time as the semester system, Wallace · 
said. · . 
He said · the modified calendar 
should not cost students any more for 
tuition but should remai~ flexible. 
"These changes arr just some ot 
those major changes which may take 
. · _Calendar, page 7 .. 'f'oday·'sFuture Research Park, pages 
CI · · Bus·ng students? China welcomes osing Victory UCF professor 
The UCF football team closes the season As gas prices rise, so rise students iwpes China opens its doors to U.S. scientists 
as !it was begun-again in victory. Read for a bus route to th<> UCF campus. Read touring 'its universities. Read ·what a 
about the Knights' final game with of th<7 bus run sch<Jduled to begin in UCF chemistry professor found as a 
Mor~house-College on page 14. January on page 9. member of the U.S. delegation on page 3. 
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'anagement seminar 
planned bJ UCF institute 
~
he in~ricacies of cas.h management at the eorporate level. is the theme of a three 
da seminar at UCF m February co-sponsored by the First National Bank of 
Or ando and the Management lnstitute of the College of Business Administration 
of~CF. · · 
he seminar, to be conducted Feb. 20-22 by the Management Institute, will 
co ,er a wide range of topics, taught by industry executives, university facultv and 
banlcers. . 
q. Roger Cossaboom of UCF will present an overview of working capital ·to 
be~in the seminar. He will be followed by Robert M. Donnely, Quip Systems, New,.· 
York, with "Cash Forecasting and Planning." Cash concentration techniques wil I 
be ~he subject for ~ panel to include David Baker; treasurer, Jack Eckerd Cor-
. po~ation; John Koehler, Merrill Lynch, Pierce Fenner and Smith, New York; and 
· Roll>ert M. Brice, vice-president, Sun First National Bank of Orlando. 
·1Bank Services arid Relations" is the topic of Nolan L. North, assistant treasurer 
of ~NA, Chicago; while Dr. Edward Mosos of UCF talks on sources of cash . 
Suggestions on investing surplus cash will be discussed by panelists Robert 
SulJivan, treasurer of Harris Corporation, Melbourne; Robert Solomon, resident 
majlager of Merrill Lynch in Winter Park; and James McKillop, assistant vice-
pr~ident of Sun First National Bank. 
Ji>hn Koch, vice.:president of Sun First National Bank, will close with view on in-
ter~ational money management. 
ljhe seminar is under the overall direction of Carolyn Wine, vice-president of 
Sur} First National. . 
- Registration forms may be obtained by contacting the Management Insti~ute at 
UdF, Box 25000, brlando 32816, or by calling (305)275-2446. Attendance is . 
lim,hed on a.first come-first serve basis according to Dr. William Callerman, direc-
toriof the UCF institute. 
Grad school educators to air topics 
I 
·lfhe role of international studies to achieve gr<'~tkr understanding among 
naOons and a need for foreign language education in U.S. schools and colleges will 
be ~mong topi-cs -to be aired Dec. 5-7, in Orlando, at thC' I 9th annual meeting of 
thelCouncil of Graduate Schools. 
~eynote speaker will be Flordia Congressman Don Fuqua, chairman of the 
Hoµse Subcommittee on Se~rch and Technology. 
Qther speakers include Emily !aylor, director of th<' OFficC' of Women in Higher 
..-_Education; University of Maryland President" John S. Toll , and James A. Perkins, 
wh~ chaired the President's Commission on Foreign Languages and lntC'rnational 
Stuoies. The Commission earlier this month callC'd for n'-instatement of language 
requirements in high school, colleges, and universitiC's. 
Qr. Frank Juge, UCF coordiiiator for the three clav meC'ting at the Holidav Inn 
Inttrnational, ·notes a wide range.of topics, from car~ers in resC'arch for won~en to 
the! special role of the urban university. The status of controvC'rsial legislation 
aif1'ed at permitting disclosure of college aptitude tC'sts will be covered; bv a 
rep~esentative of the Educational Testing Service. The role of i.ndustry in gradt;atC' 
edt(cation will be explained by executives from four of the nation's major cor-
po~ations. · 
~~3--- I 
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
CLASSES WHICH FIRST MEET 



















































FINAL EXAMINATION PERIOD 
8-9:50 a.m. Mon., Dec. 10 
8-9:50 a.m. Wed., Dec. 12 
10-11-:50 a.m. Tues., Dec. l l 
10-11:50 a.m. Thurs., Dec. 13 
12-1 :50 p.m. Mon., Dec. I 0 
2-3:50 p.m. Tues., Dec. 11 
2-3:50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. 13 
4-5:50 p.m. Tues., Dec., 11 
4-5:50 p.m. Wed., Dec. 12 
6-7:50 p.m. Mon., Dec. 10 
6-7:50 p.m. Wed., Dec. 12 
8-9:50 p.m. Mon., Dec. 10 
8-9:50 a.m. Tues., Dec. 11 
8-9:50 a.m. Thurs., Dec. 13 
10-11:50 a.m. Mon., Dec. IO 
10-11:50 a.m. Wed, Dec. 12 
12-1:50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. 13 
2-3:50 p.m. Mon., Dec. 10 
2-3:50 p.m. Wed., Dec. 12 
4-5:50 p.m. Mon., Dec. 10 
4-5:50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. I 0 
6-7:50 p.m. Tues., Dec. 11 
6-7:50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. 13 
8-9:50 p.m. Tues., Dec. 11 
8-9:50 p.m. Thurs., Dec. 13 
Art sale held in December 
rhe. ceramics department is hosting q_n art sale of handmade pottery Dec. 5 and 
6. There will be refreshments and demonstrations of throwing on the potters 
wheel, a.nd students may buy articles made by students artists . -
Stoneware and porcelain items will be for sale in a wide' range of prices. 
Students, faculty and staff are all invited. The ceramics room is located in the 
Art Complex, across the street from the Physical Plant on Libra Drive. For more 
information, call 275-2634. 
'"ltt s not enough to 
say lb'8nk you. 
I~ like to reach out 
and touch yoU:' . 
• United way · Thanks ta you. It works. 
fbr all af'us. 
U w.1 A Public Setvlce al This Newspaper 
\.OUlC & The Adverlising Council 
Get the Jump on Christmas ·~Hnate" with 
a part-lime posilion at Disneu. 
As a part-time Disney cast member, 
you can convert your weekends and 
holidays into. extra Christmas cash. 
You'l_l _ ~~rn a higher than average 
starting wage. And the warmth and 
wonder of the Magic Kingdom dur-
ing the holidays is a built-in bonus 
you'll truly appreciate. 'so get the 
jump _on Christmas "jingle" with a 
part-time position in one of the 
following areas: 
Food • Custodial • Merchandise • 
Operations • Entertainment 
A number of permanent full-time 
positions are also available in a vari-
ety of job descriptions. · 
To reach the Walt Disney World Em-
ployment Office, exit Interstate 4 at 
the Lake Buena Vista/535 exit. Go " 
north eight miles, then follow the 
. signs to the Casting Building. 
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Monday-Friday/9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. Saturday. 
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Chemist-ry_p_r-of~e-ss_o_r_~~-------..~------.;....;.--------~ 
lectures in China tour 
by Kathleen Foronda Faculty membership has suffered as 
•taffwrfter well, said Mattson. '.'When the quality 
Two weeks ago, Dr. Guy C. Mattson went down, it meant a large gap. 
of the College of Natural Sciences was There are no qualified young teachers, 
invited by the Chinese government to and there won't be for quite a _while," 
tour it's country with nine other sa~d Mattson. 
chemists and engi~eers. The sharpest of the teachers · are very 
Mattson said he was recommended old; remarked Mattson. They range 
by the editor of Chem Tech Magazine. from 65 to 75 years of age. Mattson 
The editor noted Mattson's co- said many were educated in the United 
authorship in the book, Principles of states. The 40 to 55"'year old group 
Industrial Chemistry as one was educated in Russia, he said. 
qualification. -MATISON ALSO talked with some 
Over three weeks, the scientists people · in China's Ministry of 
toured many schools and production Education .. The ministry officials said 
plants and were asked to give lectures in the future, there are plans to send 
' to · the various facu1tiP.s.- graduate ,students to foreign c.~mntries 
·Mattson said he described UCF's like the U.S. "But they're (the _2t~ 
curriculum and the popular topics of ~ co~ntries) not too interes_ted in 
interest in chemistry research in the American students going ove·r there to 
United States. Internal expenses for study," said Mattson. Chinese in-
the trip were paid by the Chinese stitutions are So far behind, they 
Mattson (third. from the right on the second tier) met with China's 
Vice-Premier Wang (center) as part of Chinese government's welcome 
to U.S. scientists. 
government. wouldn't be able to properly ac-
Mattson said the faculty members commmodate the students' H Ith ·s . • · •d 
didn't seem very surprised with the lee- edqcational needs, Mattson ·said. . ea erv1ces prov1 es 
tures. "This may be because the Mattson estimated the U.S. would not - -
people are extremely well-read. The host Chinese students until 1981or1982 b"' .• th t I VD se1·1ng 
. libraries are very fine as far as "(rhefewstudentslsawseemedtobe- :Ir COD ro ; COUD 
chemical journals," remarked Mat- hard-working," noted Mattson. He b Ir, · 
tson. y ;v1 
in~ent Leo Cheves 
said Chinese students woi:k harder 
Of the Sl·x un1·vers1't1"es an_ d in- •tatt1wrtter than American students because · B' h 1 d 1 d 1 bl b 
Stl.tuti'ons toured, Mattson said China 1rt contro an venerea isease, two extreme y sensitive pro ems, are eing Chinese students attend classes eight · 'P.tl d ff · · ti d It "th b UCF' H Ith S · d' t E W had some general universities similar d k qutr y an e tc1en y ea w1 y s ea erv1ces, accor mg o . . . 
hours a day, six ays a wee · Stoner, direcotr of UCF's Health Service. -
to U.S. institutions. Mattson men- h · · · ·11 · In some cases, t e urnversittes sti Stoner said there is a Family Plan.ning Service which -offer's 'complete advisement 
tioned that others were patterned after h t fl d b · k ave concre e oors an nc con- issues pills and fits diaphragms. Stoner added, "However, these services are 
Russian institutions and colleges in struction, said Mattson. Students are ' av~ilable only after a complete examination, including a P.A.P. test, breast . 
their devotion to one particular II d k h. k ·th a owe to eep c 1c ens, so ere are .examination_; and pelvic examination." 
discipline. Mattson said the Chinese chickens running along, he said. F d . d h 0 b b t St 'cl h b-seemed more inclined toward the l orty-seven stu ents use t e service in · cto er, u oner sat t e num er ,_ 
MANY OF the production plants fluctuates from month to month. 
sciences than the arts. d · ct h an universities are organize toget er The service is paid for by the students using it, to avoid spending the student 
· WITH EDUCATION totally sub- as little communities, said Mattson. A health fees of people who don't condone birth control, according to Stoner. 
· sid~zed by the government, Mattson chemical plant conducts development Students are also advised on the pros and cons of various ways of dealing with 
said the educational system m China work and quality -control on plastics pregnancy, and given information about area abortion clinics, Stoner said. 
has suffered as a result of the 1968- production at a university in Canton, Health Services-also treat venereal disease of all kinds, with the two major one 
1918 cultural revolution there. · he said. Schools are located outside the beipg syphillis and gonorrhea, Stoner s;id. · 
Dur
1
ing that period, students were d h · · h cities an t ere is no commuting, e However, a strain of vener,eal disease many people are not familiar with is 
chosen to go to universities not on their added. And students and faculty live presentlx being treated there; too-Herpes. . · 
· educational background, but on their on campus. · Herp~s II ~ill go away after treatment, but the infected person is subject to 
political background. "The quality of Mattson said he noticed a surprising recurrences without recontact. Stoner said\there is no way to prevent recurrences. 
the graduates (from undergraduate number ot women_ in the technological Stoner said there is no danger of the Herpes strain becoming widespread because 
colleges) was deplorable. and graduate area. One-third of the staff \!!.._ the it can only be passed during its active period, and that period usually lasts only _ 
programs were disbanded," . said:' Mattson, pag~ J.3 , abdut 1 o·days to two we.eks·. He.added some people go years without recurrence. 
iiack English~ls It a language, or a problem? -
by Diane Taylor 
staff writer 
Black English has been a recent topic 
of controversy in the education systetn 
and job markets · nationwide. Also 
referred to as the Afro-American 
dialect. Black English is the form of 
English spoken by approximately 80 
·perpent of all black Americans, accord 
ing! to Dr. Bettie SornmeF, Englfsh 
professor at UCF. 
Sommer cited the recent court case 
of Martin Luther-King Jr. Elementary 
Children et. al . . v . Ann Arbor School· 
.District Board as a major issue in the 
Black English &bate. The case arose 
, whtn 11 . black children were held 
back in reading as a result of using 
:Slack English. The court ruled the 
. children (plantiffs) had a language 
barrier that was a distinct, definable 
version of English . The court further 
determined that action had not been 
taken to · overcome the barrier, 
res~lting in denial of equal education 
opportunity to --the children due · to- · 
rac~. 
'Uhe court ordered the school to .help 
teachers identify children who speak 
Blaick English, and use this knowledge 
in ! teaching the children to read 
-standard English. 
THE~ BLAME was placed on the 
school ·board,. b~t the teachers were 
cited as being well-intentioned, accor-
ding to Sommer. 
Sommer, who teaches a course in 
Bla·ck English two or three times a 
year, characterized the dialect by the 
omission of the verb "to be," the 
deletion of word final consonants, the 
use' of the word "it" instead of the 
word "there" and other grammatic'al 
and pronunciation features. 
According to Sommer, the speakers 
have n0 problem speaking the ·dialect 
itself, but they are often put in 
remedial classes and refered to speech' 
pathologists who deai with speech im-
pediments. Because almost no univer-
sities offer a full course in Black 
English, teaching graduates e.nt~ring . 
the: job markets are not equJpp~d to 
handle it. · 
. . 
'l u DETERMINE the extent of the 
Black English problem at UCF, 
various English teachers, ad-
ministrators, ~nd _students on campus 
were asked it. they encountered any dif-
ficulties with Black English speakers 
and if it was in fact a problem in the 
classroom. 
· Dr. Richard Grove, chairman of the 
English Department, said it was not a 
problem with students in junior and 
senior level courses. "Sometimes there 
is a problem in freshman composition, 
usually dtte to the language spoken 
with family and . peers bejng 
reproduced in written work. My 
biggest difficulty has been with the 
fo{maHon of the past participle." 
Seth Barnes, an English instructor at 
UCF, has had problems occasionally, 
but stated, "The students may speak 
the dialect buti do not seem tc.:> write it. 
They have learned the standard 
English dialect so it's not that much of 
a problem." 
WITH RESPECT to employment, 
Jim Gracey, director · of Student 
Placement, said "I personalfy have not 
seP.n it to be a problem. Only a small 
percentage of blacks come through our 
office, and the dialect has never been 
quoted by an employer to me as a 
problem." · 
Bonnie Parker, president of the 
Black Student Union didn't:. consider 
"Eve~ better educated blacks, ~hen 
they go back to see friends or family, 
speak in .the dialect. In the com-
munity, you have to get on the sam~ 
level to feel comfortable. It's like two 
different worlds." 
PARKER A TIRIBUTED a lot of 
problems to the slang words used by 
many blacks. ·:we have some words 
that ine~ri the same thing, and it 
cre!}tes a gap in language. I don't 
think the · problem is blacks ·com-
prehending what whites say, but in 
whites comprehending blacks." 
Kurt Coleman, a member of the 
BSV, said 'Blacks use standa~d En_gli$h· 
in one community and the Black 
Black EJ!g!!_sh, pag;-~ ' 
Bl~ck English to be.a S,econd l~nguag_e, . 
as··.cng}1sh- isei~~eqig~tQ.£.~;rong.'· .:. ,,\,;~.: . '.', ., 
: .. ~ . ~: -~· · ..:~:.-·~ ' .1~;~~ ?'-~:';.. .:~;<::/t .:' . ,'{·::;f~'.'1':'. -
~- ~~---'-'-~~~~:.:....:..:.;;;...;~--~----~ 
-
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Fund awards 
scholarships 
Three communication students 
received scholarships from the Florida 
Public Relations Association/Wad-
sworth Scholarship Fund. Nov. 15. 
Robin Buxton, Meg Duke and Linda 
Boyette were chosen for the award 
based on merit, grade point averages, 
and a written two page essay. 
The scholarship is a continuing fund 
awarded to communication majors 
w~t)l a 3.0 GPA. Applications for next. 
yea~ inust oe in oy Ma-y 2, r9BO with 
eligibility criteria. 
Charles Wadsworth writes the daily 
"I:Iush Puppies" column for the Sen~ 
tinel Star. 
Santa to visit 
university children 
Santa Claus will be visiting 3-to-6-
year old children 'Of UCF students, 
faculty and staff on Dec. 4, 6 and 11 
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
If you wish to have your child 
visited, you must fill out a form at the 
Recreational Services Office '(PE 101) 




· Any person interested in. possible 
employment and further study in the 
fields of law enfor.cement, please c_on-
tact the Office of Minority Students 
Services, ADMIN. 225, ·at 275-2716 
The applicant must be at least 21 years 
old. Minorities and members of 
protected classes are encouraged to 
· inquire by officials in the Office of 









P.O. Box ~06 








Beginning in January, the Foreign 
Student Affairs' Office will be 
publishing a monthly newsletter. The -
publication, entitled Orbis, will con-
tain club and internationa] news, as 
well as school regulations pertinent to 
the foreign student. Information on 
immigration and financial aid will 
also be provided. 
The aim of the newsletter is to report 
activities of international students. It 
will be mailed out monthly to foreign 
students, facu1ty and staff. 
Annual Madrigal· 
dinner to be held 
in December 
This year's Madrigal Dinner Festival 
will be held on Dec. I 3, 14 and 15 at 
the UCF Village Center. 
This fifth annual version will feature 
music and food served in the style and 
manner of the Renaissance. The UCF 
Chamber Singers and Recorder Con-
sort will perform again under the 
direction of ·Karen Keltner, who is 
planning and directing the gala event. 
The deadline for reservations is Dec. 
• services 
NEED. A TYPIST? The Future keeps a list of 
available typists on file. For further information 
contact the Future Business Ofice 275-2865. 
EXPERT TYPING:18 yrs. exp. Term papers, 
reports, theses, resumes, etc. Correction of 
spelling, grammar, punc., and editing included. 
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386. 
7. Interested persons are asked to in-
dicate which of the three evenings they 
wish to attend and to mail a check and 
self-addressed envelope to the UCF 
Department of Music, P.O. Box 
25,000, Orlando, 32816. The $10 per · 
dinner charge wi1l aid the UCF Music 
Scholarship Fund. 
Rollers rock in rink 
for dystrophy charity 
A super seventies.celebration is being 
presented by the UCF President's. 
Le~dership Council and WLOF radio 
Dec. 2, from 6:30 until l 0:00 p.m. Al1 
.. pro.ceeds will benefit the Muscular 
· pystrophy Association. 
By working to obtain community 
-Suf?port, the 20 UCF students have put 
together a night of music, games, con-
tests and prizes. A stereo system 
~alued at over $250, donated by Belk 
Lindsey, will be offered as a door 
prize. Other prizes include WLOF 
give away T-shirts, movie and skating 
passes and merchandise from area 
stores. 
An "anything goes" type contest will 
test the abilities and skills of the adven-
tureous. "Limbo on skates" is one of 
the muscle-stretching and balance-
bus~ing feats planned. The hits of the · 
seventies will be played by the WLOF _ 
marketplace 
personal·' 
Share new 3 bdrm furn home 3 miles from UCF-
Own room, bath & phone. $150/mo Phone 282· 
177 4 after 6 p.m. 
Roommate wanted apt at 436 & Howell Br. Rd. 2 
bdnns. Call Wendy 678-1940. 
Two,UF law students (female need 1or2 bdrm apt 
Typing/editing. Large or small jobs. Judy: 275- in Orlando-furn or unfurn, Jan-Mar.) Contact Karen 
2351or677-1902. · Cole, 720 SW 34th St., #125, Gainesville, FL 
32607 (904)375-3151. 
Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM .Electric. 
Spt!fling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper 
provided-CAii Ginny-273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30. 
Typist, experienced-term papers, theses, 
resumes. IBM Correcting Selectric. Marti Lyons 
275-2811or365-6874. 
The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most 
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 yrs. experience 
at UF, USF, and AS SECRETARY AND FREELANCE 
TYPIST. Interested in theses, dissertations, term 
papers. 1st class work assured with IBM Correc-
ting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie, 647-4451, 
after 2. 
Need quiet girl to share house in old Orlando. Call 
Jan 425-2520. 
Peter Lupus, international famous actor, author, 
nutritionalist, and physical fitness consultant in· 
troduces his guaranteed nutritionally balanced 
fast weight loss/gain program-for information ask 
for Neil at 365-3656 or 275-2703. 
for sale 
4 
Ol'IE 'TMINl>'S fojl SullE - T+\~ FOOT0~1.I. 1.-111.L. 
Ne\1€R Sf t=t~Pt.Ace.l) Sy "T\olE ~·~E -CoNel 
disc jockeys 
-Sunstate Skatmg Center is located at 
427 N. Primrose Drive, across from · 
Colonial Plaza Mall. Tickets are $2 at 
the door, $1.50 in advance. 
Contact John McLain; UCF 
Presidents' Leadership · Council, 862-
6724, or call MDA at 645-5555 for 
additional information. 
Correction 
The Veterans' Certification Office, 
located in Admin. 225, will now be 
_open Wednesday until ,6:30 p.m. 
'Gaslight' auditions 
held in December 
The University Theatre at UCF will 
stage Patrick Hamilton's melodrama 
"Gaslight" in February 1980. 
This Victorian thriller helped launch 
a career for Vincent Pl-ice ~hen '- it 
opened on Broadway in 1942. 
"Gaslight" calls for a cast of three 
women and two men, with two male 
extras. Auditions will be held Dec., 3 
:and 4 in the Science Auditorium. 
ReHearsals will begin. J~n. 7, with 
production dates on Feb. 7, 8, 9, 14, 15 
and 16. 
'1elp wanted 
WANTED-Students to work as personal attendants 
for male handicapped student beginning Winte 
Quarter. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph. 275-
2371, Special Services. 
Social Science majors-Earn while you learn! 
Valuable experience, academic credit, and little 
bit of cash! Call UVA at 275-2179 or come by GCB 
327. 
Stereo equip-brand new with warranties for car 
and home; major brands at discount prices; Call 
David at 275-4454. -
Need male vocalist for show group (baratone) 
must be willing to practive Wed. & Sun. nights to 
prepare for production. Free travel as of March 
1980. If interested, contact Southwind Enter: 
tainment Corp. at 677-5300. 
carpool 
Wanted for Winter Break-Riders up to New Y~rk 
City, Long Island, or areas on the way. Own van 
and will be returning to UCF for Winter Quarter. 
TYPING: Fast, accurate, reasonable. Call Nancy at 
896-8997. 
Must plan out now. Contact Rich at 898-1657. 
STEREO RECEIVER, Speakers, BSR turntable, •---~-------------.ii 
$130, New Flamenco Guitar, wideluxe case, made 
in Spain, Ramirez quality, $800, Paul Sadur, 904-
673-2591, or 904-252-1511, (Work-eves onlyl 
Phil Potter would like to straighten out his life, .. 
One way, or the other. 
Term papers types, $1.50/pg., call 277-5960. 
ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low 
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaran· 
teed. Birth Control Center, Inc. 725 N. Magnolia 
Ave. Available by phone 24 hrs. a day: 422-0606; 
or toll free 1(800)432-8517. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, 
pregnancy tests and counseling. VC screening, low 
cost, confidential services. 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223 
Free Pap smear and breast exam 
Call for appointment-Counseling for men 
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. 
Calculator·T159·$120, includes charger, case & 
·complete instructions also Mag cards and library 
modules. Still under warranty. Call 834-9232. 
One king size waterbed mattress in mint con-
dition. $70 .. Available after Dec. 1, Call 647-5879 
for information. 
Fender-Rhodes electric keyboard 73-key suitcase 
model. Amps !\peakers, cables inc. Improved ac-
tion $600: 275·6876 ask for Steve Jones. 
Portable sewing machine-deluxe zigzag. $49. Exe. 
cond. 671-5092. 
BABY ITEMS-Crib, playpen, high chair, walker, 
swing & boys infant-toddler clothes. Call X2358 or 
331-6252 after 4 p.m. 
2 Hollywood beds, headboard, mattress, box 
springs, metal frames. $50.00 for each. Call 671-
3241. 
for rent 
2 bdrm 1 bath, older frame house 2 mi from UCF . 
$150/mo. Call Jack Hoyte. 831-7901 or 339-
6431. 
deadlines 
Classified ads must be submitted in person no' 
later than Monday, 4 p.m. On-campus rates are 
per line: so~ for one issues; 45q for two issues; 
40¢ for three issues; and 35¢ for four or more 
issue~. Payment is due at the time of placement. 
• United way Tiwnks to YG&t It WDrt<s. 
ntr all or us. 
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for FRESHMEN thru GRADUATE students 
To ensure your place In these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOCA (855-0881)- 1·5 ~.m. any 




Key Course No. Sec. Hrs. Title PM Time Day 
BUSINESS 
2106 ACC 2304 51 3 Financial Accounting I 6-9 Wed. 
2246 FIN 3100 51 3 Personal Investments 6-9 Mon. 
EDUCATION 
' ~ ~ .. 
3297 EDF 4003 51 3 Overview of Education 6-9 Tues. 
EVY 3930 EVY 3562 EVT 5260 
EVY · 3367 . . ' " ... ,,.. .EVT 38.151 EVY 5817 
EVY 3371 ~VT 43$8 EOG 4941 
5109 OCE 1012 51 4 Oceanography & Space 6-10 Wed. 
also Grad. level courses on TV tapes. call SOCA 
HEALTH RELATED PROFESSIONS 
7102 HSC 3081 91 3 Medical Self Assessment 6-9 Wed. 
HUMANITIES & FINE ARTS 
4233 HUM 2200 51 4 Landmark irw Set. Humaoities 6-10 Mon. 
4421 THE 3251 51 4 History of the Motion Picture 6-10 Tues. 
4160 ENC 3352 51 3 Professional Report Writing I 6-10 Thur. 
4201 SPN 1100 91 4 Elem. Spanish Language . 6-10 Mon. 
NATURAL SCIENCES -
1317 STA 2014 51 4 Principles of Statistics 6-8 Tues-Thur 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
6126 FIL 3400 51 4 History of Motion Picture 6·10 ·Tues 
6190 POS 2041 51 4 Amer Nat' I Govt. (TV tapes) 6-10 * Thur 
6239 PSY 3930 51 4 Para-psychology 6-10 Mon. 
6140 PUR 4000 91 4 Public Relations 6-10 Thur 
.. Ot~er Day/Time Arranged AT STUDENT'S CONVENIENCE 
SPRING 1980 
BUSINESS 
ACC 2324 51 3 Financial Accounting II 
BUL 3111 51 3 Legal Environment of Business 
EDUCATION ' 
EDE 4937 51 3 Drug Abue Education 
EVT 3062 EVY 3367 EVY 5685 
EVY 3365 EVY 3371 EVT 6265 
EVT 3366 EVY 3562 EDG 4941 
ENGINEERING 
EGN 4824 51 3 Energy&Man 
Geo 3370 51 3 Resources Geography Daytime 
also Grad. level courses on TV tapes 
HEAL TH RELATED PROFE$SIONS 
HSC 3328 91 3 U.S. Health Care Systems 
HUMANITIES & FINE ARTS 
ENC 1103 51 4 Composition I Daytime 
AMH 3310 . 51 4 American Social Histor.y 
NATURAL SCIENCES 
zoo 1020 51 3 Biol. of Man (TV tapes) Day&Nlte • 
· SOCIAL SCIENCES 
ADV 4801 91 · 4 Advert. Campaign (no pre-req} 
POS 2041 51 4 Amer. Nat'I Govt (color tapes) Day&Nite 
soc 3150 51 4 Criminology 
SSI 4932 51 4 Science Fiction 
If you take SOCA courses you can REGISTER by PHONE TO SOCA now--1to5 p.m. any day. 
Please call us regarding other courses and/or degree programs that you would like offered at SOCA. 
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS 
7300Lake Ellenor Drive 
Ph. 855-0881 
In Orlando Central Par:k 
On South Orange Blossom Trail 
Dr~ R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR 
. N 
t . 50. 
•McCOY• L.---·--' . 
r • 




The proposed common calendar system for the 
State University System has many advantages, and 
state education offi~ials should seriously consider 
. its adoption. . 
F'or years, students transferring to state univer-
sides from community ·colleges and vice ·versa 
haye faced the possibility of losing credit hours if 
th y did so before graduation. In addition, students 
·tr nsferring in the middle of the year often have to 
po tpone their education for some time because 
th fr school calendars do not coordinate with thC' 
ot er type of school's. 
hese inconvenienc.es have forced students to 
·pay in rriore ways than one for too long. Students 
should not be penalized because they ,decided to· 
ch~nge school systems in the middle of an 
ac~demic year. . . 
~ut the proposed structure of the modified 
common calendar also stresses · another factor 
which has been a sore spot with students in the 
.ed~cation system, and the changes br<;mght out in 
thi~ plan make it an even better proposal. 
Since many students complain they do not 
receive adequate counseling from their academic 
advisers, the idea of allocating the first week of 
each semester fo academic counseling and orien-
tat~on activities is a good one. Students would be 
free durin:g this time to see what .classes w<=mld be 
likf and to talk with their p·rofessOl's so they could 
kn9w whether they wanted to stay in the dass . 
before they. started into their regular academic 
scqedu~es . 'I:'his would probably help alleviate a 
lotj of withdrawal from classes after students 
dis~over they do not have time or are not prepared 
fo~ a class. 
Advisers also would have more time to meet 
with students before they had the responsibility of 
pr~paring class assignments. This could result .in a 
cld.ser relationship between the teachers and the 
stu\dents, facilitating m.ore interaction in the 
cl ais.sroom. · 
The modified semester plan would also give 
st~ep.ts an opportunity to study subjects more in-
dewthl y. Although the present quarter system 
gi~es the student a lot of diversity in his academ.ic 
prchgram, it also rushes him through some 
m~terial. 
The Editorial Board 
Letter Polley 
Lettet to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3 
p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to he considered 
for the. issue. Letters must bear the writer's signature and 
phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The 
Future reserves the right to edit letters. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando. Florida 32816. 
Editorial o.ffice phone: 275-2601. Business office phone: 
275-2865. ' 
This public document was..orom.ul!!ated at an annual cost o~ 
$78,893 or 6.7 cents ner cony to inform the univcrsitv 
community. Annual advertising revenue of $56.893 
defray 72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is 
funded through the Activity and Senice Fee as allocated IJy 
the · student government of the University of Central 
Fl(;fida. 
Letters 
Office.has bigger roaches 
Editor: 
We, of the English Department, were thrilled to 1 
note that STOP is now tackling a- problem that 
is near and dear to our hearts-: roaches .STOP, 
obviously, has not been . informed of our depart-
1 
·mental pets. Our roaches are the type that are of 
the hedonistic variety. They not ·only throw 
nightly book-binding-eating parties, but also use 
our sink for their swimming enjoyment. 
Th.e roaches at · SAGA have nothing on 
our lovelies. "How big are yours?" you may ask. 
Thev are so big that they are known to wear 
sne~kers (six) and carry tennis rackets . 
of the facuky returned to his office to find a 
billfold size roach staring at him from within his 
coffee cup. (This professor knew that the coffee · 
was bad but not bad enough to b~ alive.) The 
faculty member seized a New Columbia En-
cyclopedia to fight the roach. It is of little com-
fort for those of us who work for the· English 
"Department know that this behe~oth roach, 
Jfoni::lly known· as "Bigfeet," is still wander.ing 
'arotmd, waiting to strike at any moment. 
When STOP obfrt~rates SAGA's little pests, 
perhaps it can send out agents t~ handle ours. 
Orn" f'venirig, while 'teaching a night class, one Vicki Brain 
Head shop ad mandates choice 
Editor'; . 
I am puzzled by the Future's reply to Dr. Joby Anthony's 
letter in the Nov. 16 issue. The Future claims the right to run 
head shop advertisements on the basis of freedoi:n of speech. I 
am not sure why the Future made that reply since Dr. An-
th_ony's letter never challenged that right. As a matter of fact, 
Professor's opinion · 
based_ on false premises 
Editors: 
' :Alease, Dr. Anthony, no amount of "Reasoning toget-her" 
w~IL get us ~ where when ~v_c:u start b load ing the deck 
~itn a lot of false _Qremises. All non-medical dru?" use, for in: 
sta~ce, is_ certainly not a "Dangerous form of human 
~elj_avio_r .'_' I won~r lf you wrote t~aL'>moking a cigarette or 
drinking a cup Qf coffee? What about your ill-informed (in-
tentional?) mislabeling of all currently illicit drugs as ' 1nar-
cotics?" The most cpmmonly consumed currently prohibited 
drqg in America (representing a billion dollar business) is 
. marijuana, which is not a narcotic. 
S,i~ce vour religim;s persuasion is at th!:' heart ot your op-
position to·drug use (Nole': Use and abuse are not synon, ms), 
do you stil I support the religiously motivated prohibition of 
alcohol which did so much to lwlp the establishment of 
organized crime in Lhc United States? The law reflects 
human behavior , Dr. Anthon . it does not determine, as the 
ear ly Chr isti ans would surely have agreed . 
Name witheld by request 
if he did not believe tlie Future had a 
right to run such advertisements, he 
would never have asked it to choose not 
to run tbe!!l. __ 
To say the Future does not condone 
drur; usage seems to me an indirect way 
. of saying, "I didn't want to get involved.' 
But fo.r practical · purposes there Js no 
way for the Future to avo_id a choice in 
this matter. If the Future refuse5 to 
pul:llish head shop advertisements, ifhas' 
in ffect accepted Dr. Anthony's viewi_ 
If rn pub) is hes such advertisements, this 
is a[ tacit ac<;eptance of Ms. ·whitf~rd's 
views. 
I am reminded in this connection of 
the woman whose husband was attacked 
bv a bear. When he scream d for her to 
h~'lp him, she replied she would rather 
stay where she was. She then hastened to 
add, "Of course my refusal to help you 
docs not mean I condone the b ar's ac-
tions!" 
Dr. Michael D. Taylor 
F1Ji1Jrfl Dean:;-;;;;:1 Gugel I 
Bu.~illf'SS /\Tanager 
Editorial Staff 
Barbara Cowell, as ociatr' f'ditor; Paul Taylor, e11tPr-
tai11me11t l'ditor; I.aura Hoffman, sports <'ditor, D(W(' 
Dllnlnp, photo <'hirf; Jim Ame~, ·carol Arnf}Ld, Kf'lliP 
Burdr'tfr', \t'inl',,nt Ch1•1 <'S. Katlilc>l'll Fomndn, Brian 
'LaPPtPr, rrPa Lf'C>, Voug .'Hark.~. Uavf' Mitchell, john 
!vlondy, Kim Reade, Lauryn Smith, Dia11P Taylor. 
Th<• Future is published u'n'kly. fall, u:inter and spring. 
and hiu:f'Pkly in the ~11mmer al thP Univm.ity of CP1llral 
Flmida. ft is wriltr-11 and editt>d by students of tlw Unit'<'r!iity 
with offtcl's in thf' Art Complex on Libra Drin•. University of 
Central Florida 




Gretel !\.icNanPy, produrtim1 ma11ager; Richard Dolder, 
pmdurtion assistant: Tim Bird, Susat1 MaurPr. Jim 
Rozia, Mark Sund/off Dinah Thompkins, /t.;an TrauaL 
Opi11ion~ npressl'd in the F11hire ar.e those of thi> <'ditnr nr 
tlw tcritr>r nf th,, articlf', and not necf'ssarily tho.~<' of th<' 
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One officer's actions we Can't afford 
don'treflectdepart~ents_1_N_E_R_G_.~~-~-to_w~a_d~e_11_.~~ 
Editor: 
This letter 1s m response to Bob 
Fletcher's letter in the Nov . 2 issue in 
·· ref~rence to a campus police officer. 
In his letter he said the officer did not 
perform in a professional and cour-
teous manner, suggesting that the 
university police officers should be 
examined. -
1 
I too had a recent incident requiring 
the aid of a UCF ·Police Officer in a 
traffic accident. This being my first 
accident, as well as my fault , I was 
quite upset. Officer Thomas Gorbas 
handled the situation with the' utmost 
of 1 courtesy and 11nclnstanding--far 
beyond what was expected frc>m any 
officer. 
This letter is to say thank you to Of-
. fic~r Gorbas for his much appreciated 
kindness in handling my accident. I 
would also like to add that my ex-
perience with the police shows that all 
officers should not be judged upon the 
performance of one, as Mr. Fletcher 
chose to do. 
Sheri Larkins 
Calendar------frornpage1. 
place in secondary education in 
Florida," said UCF Student Body 
President Armando Payas. "These 
proposals will help our university 
~ystem grow and prosper. And it could 
alsb help save a lot of wasted time for 
students transferring from universities 
to community colleges and the other 
way around." 
The common calendar proposal has 
resulted from part of a major in-
vestigation by the Joint Legislative and 
Education Commission on Postsecon-
dary Education, which is looking into 
the possibility of completely 
reorganizing Florida's postsecondary 
~LET'SpOOL 
, • . a ~GETHER 
AMERICA! (~~~~·- -·-. 
r~J~ 
educational systems. 
"The commission's report should be 
completed by the next legislative 
session, and it may affect the funding 
of Florida's educational system," .. 
Fayas said. 
State law requires final recommen-
dations be sent to the Florida 
Legislatuie by March 1, 1980, if the 
proposals are tq be considered at this 
legislative session. Public hearings are 
scheduled on these issues beginning in 
December at various locations in the 
state, but no further details are yet 
available. . 
f ·share ' 
1 ARide With 1 






The Motorcycle hisurance 
Policy you can 
afford and understand! 
• Complete line of coverages. 
• Convenient payment plans. 
• 10% claim-free discount. 
• Easy-to-read policy. 
• Country-wide claim service. 




3131 Corrine Drive., Orlando, Fla. 
. •1
1 
c6L- ~· criterion 1 _ Insurance Compariy 
1 ' Home Office: WashlnirtGn, D.C. I 
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Available at ~alf price 
Discount 
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Plaza· Rocking Chair 
Great Southern Music Hall 
University Drive-In 




7.50· 5.00 ~ , Theatre On Park 
Annie "Russell Theatre 
I 
Discounts avalJJble at box office with 
presentation of U.C·.F ~ l.D. Edyth Bush Theatre · 
Grapefruit Prod~ction 'Available for 53.00 
I SERVICES. 
BABYSITTING AND TYPING SERVICE-Would you like to earn extra 
·-cash part-time? Stop by Centralized Services to sign up for babysitting. . 
'lf you have spare time, you can use this service to your advantage to earn 
money and help the.U.C.F. community. We also have a typing list for those 
students who wou1d like to earn extra cash by typing for students. 
.. LAMINATING SERVICE-We laminate photos, diplomas, and documents . 
on wood plaques at the lowest cost available. · 
CAR .POOL-We have listings for those students interested in forming car-
pools to help ease gas prices and help reduce traffic .congestion. The winter 
car pool list will be available after add drop. 
BOOK EXCHANGE-Why not get more money for. used textbooks and save 
1 money on textbooks and workbooks that you need .for winter quarter? Star-
ting D('c. 5, start bringing in your used books to V.C. 217 and see how it 
works. 
Centralized Serivices is located in the Village Center, 
Room 217. Ph-275-2191. 
1 HOURS Mon-Thurs. from 9a.m_.:.to 9p.m. 
Friday from 9a.m. to 7p.m. 
- - - - -- · --- =-- -
- We're still selling yearbooks in- V.C. 217 
from 9a.m. to 4p.m. You can. place a $5.00· 
deposit or pay in full ($1.1.00). Order the 
first U.C.F. yearbook soon! 
: Clubs· and organizations are asked•J:to call 
'275-2191 to set up their appointment for a 
group photo session. Remember, the pag• i~s 
free if 90 percent of the organization par-
ticipates in buying a year~ook.! · , 
- SENATE ACTION -
MEASURES ON THE FIRST READING: 
Bill 12-10 Introduced by Ken Mueller 
··A bill allocating $250.00 to fund the 1980 Fall Elections so· 
.that additional required services can be supported. 
' 
Bill 12-11 lntr.oduced-by Craig McNair 
A bill allocating $331. 70 for Career Dqy which will be spon-
sored by the College of Business Administration on Feb. 13, 
1980. 
MEASURES ON THE S~COND READING: 
·Bill 12-9 Introduced by Bob Krulish & Patricia Robinson 
A bill allocating $83. 79 to the Florida Engineering Society as 
reimbursement for funds alloted to the 1978-79 Engineering 
Fair. 
• 
THE NEXT·SENATE MEETING 
Thursday, Dec. 6, 1979 
ENG. 359 from 12 to 2 
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Research Park 
There are two main objectives to 
building the park, said Gunter. The 
first is to attract new research-related 
indµstries into Florida for ~rowth and 
stabilization. "Part of the problem 
was not a broad enough ba'se in the 
past," said Gunter, adding the Central 
Florida area has been too dependent 
on tourism. "The secopd is to 
strengthen the academic role of the 
university . 
S~udents will benefit because the 
park would offer employment oppor-
tunities designed to enhance the 
ed~cational process, said Gunter. 
"Students will be able to go to school 
and work on the same facility. This 
cuts lots of things like travel time, and 
fuel expenses,'~ noted Gunter. 
Faculty members would benefit -
by 
1
being able to do research with a 
private industry and by applying their 
disciplines. "This would provide bet-
ter per~ectives for relating the stude~ts 
to ~o~!ses the professor_s are teaching," 
saiq Gunter. · 
- - . 
dOMPANIES WILI, havf' acrPsc; to 
faculty . expertise, library services, the 
computer center, lower construction 
rates and UCF health services, said 
Gunter. . . 
"ffhe park will also benefit the 
university by giving the students in 
research studies opportunities that 
UCF can't afford," added Gunter. 
Gunter emphasized this project 
would not produce just another in-
dustrial park. "Many industrial parks 
have cheap buildings and do some 
light manufacturing, but the UCF 
· -ten~nts will all be companies that are 
research-oriented and relate to courses 
taught to UCF ~tudents," said Gunter. 
"The buildin_g will conform to the ar-
Energy Use 
The Delta system basically controls 
the air handlers on campus. "For 20 
minutes of each hour the system will 
cut a certain amount of air handlers," 
Neuhaus said. "Of course it depends. 
on the time of the year. The program -
chitectural designs of all other UCF 
buildings. There will be th<' same 
campus atmosphere and landscaping," 
said Gunter. 
The Central Florida Research Park 
will be able to accomodate a lar~e 
company with more than 1000 em-
ployees or a small company of only 20 
to 50 people, according to Gunter. 
QNDER THE plan, companies build 
.their own tacilities, eventually to 
become university, property when 
· teases expire or are not renewed. "This 
is because the property is still state-
owned land," said Gunter. The 
majority of the leases will be long-term 
. co~tracts of four!y_years or more. 
also controls the light circuits on cam-
pus. Some lights are cut and not even 
energized.'' 
Neuhaus said the greatest si'ngle fac-
tor draining UCF's energy dollar is air 
conditioning and ventilation. "When I 
say air conditioning, I mean heating 
too," he said. 
UCF also depends upon interrupted 
and uninterrupted natural gas. Unin-
terrupted gas is used chiefly in the 
cafeteria and biology building. In-
terrupted gas, which can be used at in-
tervals and is cheaper, is used at dif-
ferent areas of campus. 
frolJl p~ge I 
Florida State University ·and Florida 
A&M University are ~onsidering a 
similar project. Gunter said he does 
not consider this a threat. 'We have a 
leg-up in geographical location with 
housing availability and an inter-
national airport and cultural ex-
. ch~nge. They have a leg-up on the 
amount of research, so there is a 
balance," he said . 
The research park concept has been 
fashion d after a conglomeration of 
al ready successful parks · such as 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Sta~ford, and the most successful, Re-
sea~ch Triangle Park in North Carolin-
a. I 
from page I 
here and there, but there is a problem 
with safety. Safety must come first." 
Neuhaus said UCF complies with the 
Federal Energy Act. "Certain 
buildings have justification for altered 
temperatures," he said. "For instance 
the Biology Building is exem'pt. When 
the eQergy crisis began in 1973, w~ 
tried to prepare for it and cut down 
our energy use." 
The energy problem wiJI probably 
get worse before it gets better, Neuhaus 
said. "The state may begin ~o mandate 
programs that are not in use now." 
3·65-5654 
~IGHTING EXPENDITURES are · 
growing. "Parking lots consume a 
great deal of electricity,'·' Neuhaus 
sai.d . "Right now they're on from 
about 5 p.m. to 7:30 a.m. We're trying 
~o see whP.rP. a few lights can be cut off 
Neuhaus said he would like to see an 
energy czar on each campus to oversee 
the use of energy and suggest solutions 
for overburdened ·systems. "This per-
son would function in. a manner to 
study and dire~t as well as serve as a COUNTRY PROPERTY 
SPECIALISTS 
GREAT INCOME PROTECTOR 
REALTOR . public relations ." 
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha 
wish to express 
our most sincere 
THANK-YOU . 
tor the fantastic Thanksgiving Banquet 
given by the Pike Little Sisters 
This lovely 3 bedroom 1.S bath home in Chi.tluot1J would be an e~~ellent tax 
write-off rental unit. Lots of trees & .pleasant lakeview. All furniture plus 
refrigerato~ and washer all are included in the purchase price of $36,900. P.S. We love you, too!! 
HIRING MILLIONS 
OF PEOPLE TO WORK 
ON UNITED WAY 
WOULD NOT BE 
EFFICIENT. 
GETTING THEM TO 
WORK FOR NOTHING IS. 




We Swear it. 
Maxell cassettes give you the 
the handiest way to record 
everything, with incredible 
fidel'ity. And we mean· 
everything . 
If you're recorder is up to it, 
Maxell cassettes will 
reproduce a 11 the soun~ 
is. From the lowest pedaf of a: , 
pipe organ to the sweet ' · 
chirping of a nightingale. 
In fact, Maxell recordings are 
so accurate, they might be all 
the defense you need. 
maxe1111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111111111111u111111111111u11111111111. 
ft,axel4.Corporotion of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 0707.4 
Listen to your Maxell D•aler, for sound results. 
• 
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Commuter students: The 'bus' stops here 
by Al Wasserman the school , or really anywhere past 436 from the school to attend," he urged, 
treelancewrlter in Orlando," he explained, "and "because of what they're going to be 
UCF will have a shuttle bus by Jan. that's what we've been trying to do is discussing." 
1, 1980, according to Mark Bender, extend the bus service out here." "When I took over the job as direc-
dire<:tor of centralized services for the "rthe university had a shuttle bus back tor of C'entralizfrl sfrviC'fs. J r<'C'fived 
UCF student government. in 1972, Bender said, b~t it didn't ·get cotjlplaints from a great many students . 
The Orange C9unty Community Af- enough student support and had to be Betjder explainecl "ancl ~h<'n C 
fairs Division allocated $50 ,000 for a · dropped. A three month test pedod discovered some of these calls were 
single bus that will run between the has been arranged to see how the new coming from blind and handicapped 
university and Orlando, Bender said. program is going to work. Bender ex- students, I decided it was time someone 
The bus is planned to run every hou~, plained that the bus route would be did something about it." 
on the hour, from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m., at scrapped if there are not enough riders. He sai~ he also received many com-
50 cents a ride. The Orange, ·scminole, Osceola plaints from students who live in such 
The bus will leave from the Transit Authority is planning to hold a outlying areas as Bithlo and Christ-
Amlerican National Bank at Colonial. meeting of East Orange County .mas . "We pu~ in a lot of effort to get 
Plaza and drop students off at the residents at the Youth Center, l 4_,200 just one bus," he said, "and I know one 
Village Center , .he said. "At this time, E. Colonial Drive-2 miles east of thP bus! isn't going·to relieve the problem, Mark .Bender 
.Ce~tralized Servict;s Pirector there is no public transportati<m out to campus, on Dec: .l l. 7:30 p.m. The but aTleast it's a start." 
Bo-R. to con.s·1·der arch·1te.ct .a· pproval 1d.is<!'ussion ?~further bus rbutes wil~be .. . l\jlark, 2i. who is in his senior year .as extremely important, Bender said, a cbmin'al justice major, was appoint-
f 
. UCF d . · . especially since it will det~rmine ed ~irector of central .ized services last or new orm1tory pro1ect . ~hether studen.ts are dropped off spring. He commutes to the university 
dir~ctly at the V 1~lage Center , or at the · through the share-a-ride program from 
The Board of Regents today at their meeting at Florida Atlantic University is ex- · corner of Alafaya Trail and Colonial his parents' house at 1718 Flamingo 
pected to approve an architect for a new dormitory project at UCF. ·. Drive. ''I'd like to get a· lot of people Drive. 
Lemon and Megginson, the architects who prepared the plans for UCF's original' 
dormitories, has been recommended for appointment by university officials. The 
university wants to reuse the plans formulated i.n 1.968 to construct additional 
qorms on 'campus. · 
"It is our intention at this point to try to have some more d.ormitories on campus 
by Ju1y 198-1," according to Joyce Clampitt, university business manager. "The 
university has reciev-ed a $4 .384 milllon loan from HUD to build the dorms." 
Architects' plans are copywrited like other published materials, and the BOR 
must approve UCF's request to use the plans, Clampitt said. 
In other measures, the BOR will consider an amendment which could cause thJ 
dir~ctor of the Florida Solar Energy Center to report to the president of UCF or his 
designee. Under present rules, the director reports directly to the vice chancellor 
for ' academic programs of the Board of Regents, but the solar energy center is 
optj.rated by UCF personnel. · · 
T.he center has been established to conduct "advance research and development 
in solar energy, to disseminate information on the result of such research a·nd to 
engage in projects designed to e?Cemplify the capability of solar energy as a resour-
ce for meeting state energy needs." Under proposed st(!tutes that will face the BOR 
tod~y , those duties would include development of solar energy standards and sales 
tax 1exerription of sola{ energy systems. 
The BOR will also consider a proposal which would designate each of the nine 
state universi~ies as continuing education service centers for the state. UCF would 
. sertice Brevard , Citrus, Flagler, Lake, Levy, Marion, Orange, Osceola , Seminole, 
Surhter and Volusia Counties. . 
Use Future Classified Ads 
and· ·wish y·our frierlds a · 
Merry Christmas 
50 
-----------~---------------SHOW YOUR SUPPORT TODAY 
Enclose check or money order (sorry no C.O.D.) for $6. 75 
($5.75 + 1.00 postage and handling) for each shirt ordered, or 
(#244) 
CALL (305) ·275.9000 
~:;:, GET EVEN! Name------------
Address------------
Ramco Promotions 
Dept. S 119 
513 No. Mills Ave. 
Orlando. Fla 32803 
Clty _ _ Q.aa __ State Zip ________ __, 
(#243) Iffy 5tylo ' Sim Cob c..1 I 
T-1 -
Also Available . I WON'T BE HELD HOSTAGE (4'1451 •AMEJHC::A LOVE, IT OR LEAVE IT (# 118) 
All shh1s available In Lt. Blue· Tan.Black le Navy. 50 Cotton/ SO Polyester 
Quanlty Dlacount~~~~,~ ~~~n.:__ _I 
-........ ------
-lack English--=----frorn pag_e 3 
English in another. '"lt's a detinite sharecroppers, receiving little or no 
harldicap if black.; aren't able to speak education until World War I, she sajd. 
standard English." ~fter World War I, the blacks began 
According . to Parker, standard to move ·out of the South, taking their 
English is ~ssential -in job interviews dialect with them, thus accounting for 
and in college, but at home, "They tell the iwidespread Blac~ English, accord-
y~m that you are a snob if you use inl!J,to Sommer, it is not limited to a 
. regular English.'.' specific- geographic-a 1 rC'gion. 
THE DIALECT, according to Som- iihe Devdopmental Center is present-
mer, has its roots in society, beginning Iv !working on a booklet of black 
with the isolation of blacks in this dialect, as well as · Spanish, to see if 
country. As slaves, they were forced to stu~ents are having,probkms, acco~d-
lea1:n among themselves. 
4 
.!\'hen freed ingl to parker. Actually, they re 
ther .were still poor, so .go percent re- reviewing material before it's presen-




·Photo Sup.plies . 
Cameras • Strbb~s • Fr~me~ • ·Matt~ 
Portraits 
·weddings • Passport~ & LD. 's· 
'Open: Mo~·Sat 9-6 3184 E~ colonial 
Fri~ till 9 1Herndon Plaza 
Sunday i-5 :s96-l724 · . . ... . . ... .. . _ . .. . -
,JACKETS-SWEATSUITS-
-WARMUPS-
20% OFF-ALL RUNNING SHOES 
GREAT SELECTION OF CHRISTMA'S 
Gl"S AT REDUCED PRICES 
SPORTS & HOBBY.STORE 
COM~ IN AND SEE US . . ~ 
Featuring all types of models Including gas powered airplanes & boats. Remote control airplanes & roclcets. Complete 
sportinggoods equipment for baseball, football, basketball, soccer, swimming & other team sports. Sport shoes & 
jogging suits. 
Aloma Shopping Center· . 
Open M~Frl 10 am tll 8 pm, Sat M 
2063-AlomaAvt. 
Next to Dunkin Donuts 
I 
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Kansas rocks 
civic center 
by_ Marshall Hamlin 
freelance writer 
Kansas is a laid back state in the midwest, which produces 
large a~ounts of grain from its almost endless rolling hills. 
But if you're a rock and roller, Karisas is a hard-driving 
progressive band filled with talent and versatility. In six 
years, Kansas has progressed from a Topeka bar band, to a 
group which headlines for thousands. they proved this Nov. 
6 in Lakeland by performing a show filled with special effec-
ts and powerful, progressive rock. 
The show began in mystery as the stage was encircled with 
curtains. Fog bellowed about as the curtains opened a.id 
colorful lights pierced the air, revealing the six member 
band. First capturing the stage was Steve Walsh. donned in 
Tarppa Bay Rowdie attire, performing on keyboards and lead 
voqals. - - -
Steve Walsh playing keyboards and Robby Steinhardt perform during a recent concert 
at Lakeland Civic Center. Kansas uses special effects to drive home their progressive 
style of rock. 
After performing cuts from their new album "Monolith," 
violinist-vocalist Robby Steinhardt acted as a master of 
ceremonies, questioning· the audience on their enjoyment of 
the evening and. promising more rock to come. More rock 
was exactly what they served, performing cuts off past 
albums like "Kansas," "Song for America," "Masque," 
"Leftoverture," and "Point of Know Return." 
Writer and guitarist Kerry Livgren also played keyboards 
and synthesizers to add to Kansas' fullness when Steve Walsh 
was busy romping about the stage. Dave Hope on bass 
guitar, and Richard Williams on rhythm and lead guitar • 
remained in the background, but their musical 
professionalism did not go unnoticed. 
Tallahassee tightens joint 
BY Kellie Burdette 
stittlwritw. -
"Tight" is the word to describe ~he Tallahassee 
Band, a five-pie~e progressive southern rock 
group which will appear at Joint in the Woods 
Dec. 5. 
Leader of the grup and lead guitarist Bill Ande 
sets the crowd ablaze with "Live Wire." 
Althought the band plays songs like "You Got 
That Right" and some Lynyrd Skynyrd numbers, 
Tallahassee performs mostly original material: 
Songs. like "Trying to Get Closer to You," "Step-
pin' Down" and a very rhythmic "Princess of My 
Soul" which left couples slow dancing in the 
aisles-will appear on Tallahassee's fir.st album, to 
be released after January. , 
Th.e two percussionists of the band, Rock Sutton 
and Donnie Fields, do a perfectly synchronized 
drum duet: Rock starts a slow rift on stage left, 
followed b an answering roll from Donnie on 
stage right. The drumming bounces back and for-
th, accented by- red strobe lights. The drumming 
climbs faster .... more furiously, louder, now in 
perfect sync--then blackness and silence. Sud-
denly both drummers emerge from the darkness, 
drumsticks on fire in a bright blaze for the finale . 
Then comes the smokebombs at the foot of the 
stage. The house goes wild. 
· Tallahassee is: 1ead guitarist Bill Ande; lively 
bass guitarist David Barrett; lead guitarist Jack 
Green; percussionist Bill (Rock) Sutton and per-
cussionist/vibraphonist Donnie (unck) Fields. Al1 
members do vocals. 
Offstage, Tallahassee is a "family band" that 
likes to incorr>0rate "southern rock, West Coast , 
sound and fu,,_<'' in their reportoire, according to 
band leader Bill Ande. 
Panacea Talent .Managers Moe Davis and Larry 
Scott describe the band as "about ready to break." 
According t~ Davis, the band's first album will be · 
"cut, promoted and distributed by the end of 
January." Scott adds, "Tallahassee comes on, and 
they smoke. This is the band that has no mercy!" , 
· Under a spectrum of lights sat drummer Phil Ehart. Ehart 
bas: not only kept the Kansas beat alive, but was tr~ main 
force in bringing the group together in the first place. It's 
obV.ious he did a good job. 
Tallahassee, which has played-with bands like 
Wet Willie and the Average White Band, will 
return to Joint in the Woods Dec. 5. 
Overlooking· the lasers, lights and fog, Kansas is a b_and to 
be recognized with the best. Now Kansas is not only ·a state 
with grain, but Kansas has evolved as a "state of rock." 
' . 
Personal appearances 
by Kim Reade 
staff writer 
Music sounds in Eustis 
The Bay Street Players wil1 present a new produc-
tion of the Rodgers & Hammerstein favorite, "The 
Sound of Music," Dec. ff-Q and 13-16. The place is the 
old State ·Theater, on downtown Bay Street in Eustis. 
The theater was extensively refurbished this summer 
and has a new sophisticated lighting control system. 
Tickets are $4, avail~ble by mail or by the· Players' 
24-hour phone, (904)357-7777 .. Performances are at 
8:30 p.m. Thursday throught Saturday, and 2:30 
Jl.[ll. Sunday11. 
Jhe Florida Folklife.Program will usher 
in · the holiday season at Stephen Foster State Folk 
Culture Center Dec. 1 and2 with a weekend of special 
ent~rtainment by musicians and expert craftsmen. 
Th~ public is invited to attend the programs, craft 
shdw and sale Saturday and Sunday at the Center for 
thel regular entrance fee into the 250-acre Stephen 
highlight . season 
Fo~ter State Folk Culture Center. The center is 
locrted on White Springs, on the banks of the Suwan-
ne<i River. Admission is $2 for adults an~ $1 for 
chi1dren. 
Maude's "Florida" and star of "Good 
Times," Esther Role, will speak in Central Florida 
Dec. 7 at the Annual Meeting of 4C for Central 
Florida which will be held at the Harley Hotel from 
7-11 p.m. Also attending the meeting will be Dr. 
Gr~ce Mitchell, author and mother of F. Lee Bailey, 
the, famous criminal lawyer. The public is invited. 
Tickets for the .dinner meeting are $10, and reser-
vations must be made by Dec. 3. For information call 
42~-0509 . 
Cleveland Amory, critic and satarist, will of- · 
fer · his brand of good-humored sarcasm at two ap-
pearances in Orlando Dec. 5. The public is invited to 
both free talks. Amory will be at Fashion Square Mall 
at 9: 15 a.m. and at the downtown Orlando Public 
Library ClUditorlw:nJiL3.:3DJl . ID~ -
Science fiction . writers predict future realities 
. . ' 
by Gary Roen 
freelance writer 
A trip to the moon, travel to outer 
space, a space shuttle--today these are 
realities, but once they were the 
imagination of science fiction writers. 
·Men like Jules Verne, H.G. Wells and 
Cyrano de Bergerac foretold such 
things hundreds of years earlier. 
Science fiction-has been traced back 
nearly 2,000 years to 150 A.D. when a 
Greek-speaking Syrian, Lucian of 
Samosata, wrote ·a book called True 
History, in which he told of a man who 
reached the moon by way of a giant 
waterspout, took part in wars between 
the inhabitants of the sun and the 
moon and visited Venus. 
Cyrano do Bergerac took a more 
sci ntific view in his work A Voyage to 
t-he Moon publish.ed in 1650. In it, his 
hero ·was taken to the moon by gun-
po'1'der rockets. I~ was the first time 
anyone ever suggested rockets for in-
terplanetary travel, and suggestion 
was made by a science fiction writer, 
not a scientist. 
virtually no one appreciated the 
power of science before 1800 and the 
Industrial Revolution. The amazing 
inventions--the steam engine, steam-
boat, various textile machines--
demonstrated science could greatly 
change .man's ways. Mery could not 
help beginning to ' speculate about 
what further changes might take place 
in the future. 
Science fiction came of age in 1863 
with Jules Verne, who made that his 
major output, and in so popular a 
fashion ,that his books were widely 
rea\::I. He aimed for absolute realism 
and described his voyages, whether to 
the center of the Earth or to the surface 
of the mQon, as though they were trips 
to another city. 
Unlike Verne, H. G. Wells aban-
doned strict scientific realism while 
still striving for plansability. In Ver-
ne's From the Earth to the Moon he 
used a giant cannon to sho9t his 
spaceship tp the moon. Wells' The Fir-
st Men In The Moon in 1901 made use 
of a newly discovered metal 'that in-
sulated one against the effect of 
f!ravity. 
In the end it was Wells' path that 
proved more fruitful. The great scien-
ce fiction stories of the 20th century 
invariably concentrate on human 
response to gadgetry and not on the 
gadgetry itself. 
In the War of the World Well's mo~t 
successful science fiction novel, 
published in 1898, two races from 
separate worlds meet for the first time 
in literature, and Earth faces an in-
vasion of extraterrestrials who are 
superior in technology. This same idea 
has .b~en used successfully in the 
telev1s1on series "Star Trek." The 
crew of the Starship Enterprise, in its 
travels to various planets throughout 
the galaxies, found most of the 
civilizations they encountered we . re 
superior in technology. 
Science has fol1owed science fiction • 
Scifi, page I I 
. Photp by M•rshaH 11Mn11n 
Ario Guthrie sings ''Alice's Restaurant" at ·Bob Carr Auditorium. 
Guthrie and Shenandoah entertained the crowd with their style of 
folk rock made popular in the early l 960's. 
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Guthrie maintains 
U.Sa folk tradition 
by Marti Franklin -
contributing writer 
If you are tired of disco and even 
hard rock and roll, there is always the 
American heritage of folk rock. The 
proof of its continuing popularity was 
seen at the recent Arla Guthrie concert. 
Guthrie, backed by the Shenandoah 
band, played to a large crowd at the 
Bob Carr Municipal Auditorium 
Saturday night with songs .reminiscent 
of the earl y l 960 's folk rock. Shenan-
doah started the show with seve ral 
tunes, one sung accapella, James . 
Taylor tune "Damn That Traffic Jam" 
and a unique Beatles medl ey that 
brought applause and laughter from 
the crowd. Guthrie joined them on 
stage to play some nld favorites such as 
city of New Orleans," as well as three 
original tunes from their new a lbum 
"Outlasting the Blues." 
Also featured were anti-nuclear folk 
songs, a slightly changed "This Land Is 
My La nd ," two very funny "animal" 
songs and two rev ival tunes: "Will the 
Circle Be Unbroken?" and· ' Amazing 
Grace." Guthrie said "Amazing 
Grace" is his favorite song, and 
brought to mind the days of the flower 
·children , anti-war demonstrators, and 
psychedelic drugs. And last, but cer-
tainl y_ never least, Guthrie played for 
. the first time in many years, the full 
length "Alice's Restaurant" to 
everyone's delight. . 
Guthrie and Shenandoah gave a fine 
show full of easy laughter and fun 
songs. A crowd of all ages, from early 
teens to middl e aged showed their ap-
preciation with lots of laughter and 
corny comments to Guthrie, who 
responded with those .of his own. With 
the manv controversies and troubled 
times in the world, it was refreshing to 
relax to and contemplate the music of 
Guthrie and Shenandoah. 
Webster phanatics crusade against fonetics . 
by Deane Jordan "p's," as in pneumonia and pterodac- "p's," "gh's,". "h 's," and "e's." It (iz?) far superior to th old wai & u must 
contrlbutlniwrtter tyl. And don't forget all those lovely could bekom trouly konfusing , but to a understand ifz bekotning popular kite 
Among the few unsolved mysteries of 
the universe there is none greater than 
the spel\ing of oddities of die English 
language. Nowhere else, except in 
High Pig-Latin, does one find such a 
proliferation of .phonetic variations 
destined to not only expose one as 
woefu'lly ignorant but · simultaneously 
provide. linguistic fodder for your 
critics' pens. 
silent "h's" as in rhythm, rhesus and fanatik languag khanger, it's .worth it. Kikly. S~m Kompanies program thier 
rhetoric. Are you listening Dr. John- "Qu's" and "ph's" hav to go also, 1mrnputers this wai. Fone kompanies 
· son? It is time for a change! replaced bi "ku" and "f." sometimes kep legers in this metod. 
The first two letters to go must be Sinse we'r making revisions let's ax ' But i.f u reali warrt to se this tipe ov 
"y" and"c," ·replaced by "i" and "k" doubl leters .and replas th word .. and" speling todai, view this amner ov 
("s" when the "c" is soft.) This of korse with an ampersand & th word .. you" writing now, go to a. lokal hi skol. 
can lead to some funni looking senten- -bi "u" plus ."ar" with "r." Now, we'r Ther r plenti ov people ther who spel 
ses. making progres. Engl is this waj now, th wai ov th futur. 
Lefs _ ~ls.o . .r.:id ou.rse_l ~~s_ of __ si_le~!_ ~-ktuali, t~is form_ of (ov] )_sReJing is _ Beter stil, visit som Com. lol clases & 
se this stile in action. 
Some peopl~ carry "proper" spelling 
to the realm of religion. Everyone 
knows at least one born-ag:;iin speller, 
who has seen the way as proclaimed in 
the dictionary, and is busy spreading 
the verb, correctly spelt. These 
people are easy to identify for they 
usually carry around small leather 
bound dictionaries (often memorized) 
and talk in parables--'i' before 'e' ex-
cept afte_r 'c'-- or rhyme: · "No·w I put 
my 'able' to test and use an 'ible' for all 
the rest,. and if I ·~mt' before I 'ant,' 
may my English teacher fore\'er rant." 
Some better-than-thou spellers go to 
the point of actually claiming direct 
·authority from Daniel Webster him-
self. 
The point is some spelling is simply 
ridiculous. Would "aardvark" loose 
impact if it was spelt "ardvark?1 ' And 
would a llama be less than a llama if 
written 'lama?" Of course doubl e 
"a's" and''l's" are n~~~ bad as silent 
United Parcel Service 
NEEDS PART-TIME LOADERS AND UNLOADERS 
TO DO HARD PHYSICAL WORK 
EX'CELLENT PAY EXCELLENT BENEFITS 
Starting pay $5.89 
per hour with set pay 
increases to $8.42 an 




Paid Hospitilization, Dental, 
and Vision coverage 
Profit-Sharing plan 
Monday-Friday· work week 
MUST BE ABLE TO WORK ONE OF THESE.SHIFTS 
11 :30 pm-2:30 am 4:00 am-7:00 am 6:00 pm-9:00 pm 
APPLY IN PERSON 
DECEMBER 6 AT NOON. 
No phone calls, please. Please bring complete work history. 6 131 
Anno Ave., Pine Castle. An equal opportunity employer Mlf 
Sci fi -.:.----. from page I 0 
in the development of inventions. Such 
things as spaceships, laser guns, 
nuclear submarines, airplanes, radar, 
electrodes implan~d in the brain to 
. regulate brain waves, solar satellites, x-
rays, heart transplants and bionics (ar-
tificial human parts) were all projec-
tions of science fiction writers. The 
fictional spaceships of Flash Gordon 
and Buck Rogers in their l 930's 
movies were remarkable forerunners 





Hottest New Drink of the Year 
Comfort 
~~~~ "'~m\t~ ........-..-~; 
Super smooth! Fire en thusiasm any 
time with this wonderful warm-up! 
1 pgger (1 }'202.) 
Southern Comfort 
Small st ick cinnamon 
Slice lemon peel 
Hot cider 
Put cmnamon, lemon 
peel and Southern 
Comfort m mug. Ft!/ 
with cider and stir. 
(Put spoon in m ug 
to pour hot cider.) 
Southern 
Comfort® in » -·:i~l"~~ -- ~ .-~ 
Nothings so delicious as Cqmfort® on-the-rocks! 
SOU THERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 80 -100 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST LOUIS. MO 6313? \ . 
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BREVARD CENTER REGISTRATION 
Monday, December 3, 1979: 1:00-4:30 pm; 6:00-9iOO pm 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979: 1:00-4:30 pm; 6:00-9:00 pm · 
Classes begin January 7, 1980 
Telephone: 632-4127 
Com Crs. Qtr Bldg/room 
Jn. K2:. Sec. Hrs Title Day Hour Location -
College of Business 4dmini~trCJt!.!!t - - --
*ACC 3301 71 3 Mg~t. Accounting M 1900-2150 B237 
*ECO 3411 71 4 Quan Met Bus Dec Anal TR 1700-.1850 =-" B237 
*MAN 3151 71 3 Human Beh & lnterper Rel w 19.00-2150 B237 
*MAN 3301 71 4 Personnel Mgmt MW 1700-1850 B237 
College of Edycation 
*-EDE'. 3201 71 2 Elem Sch Curr M-R 0900-1550 B2·51. 
.L First week of quarter only 
R 1300-1550 B237 *EDE 3301 71 3 Tchg Strat Elem Sch 
'"'EDE 3411 71 3 Tchg Eval Elem Sch R 0900-1150 B237 
"EDE 3942 71 3 El Sch Stu Tchg·Blk A MW 0800-1550 In Sch 
*EDE 4943 71 ' 9 El Sch Stu Tchg·Blk C M-F 0800-1550 In Sch 
*EDE 4938 71 3 Stu Tchg Seminar M 1600-1850 B218 
*HLP 4460 71 3 . 1;, tchg El Sch Hlth & PE F 0900-1150 B237 
*RED 3012 71 3 Baaic Fdns of Reading T 1300-1550 B237 
College of Engineering 
BCN 3761 71 3 Contracts and Speciflca M 2000-2150 C209 
w 2000-2050 
*ETE 4562 71 4 Power Utilization MW 2000-2150 B218 
*ETG 4530C 71 4 Strength of Mat MW 1800-1950 C209 
GEO 3370 71 3· Resources Geography R 1800-2050 C209 
*ECI 5147 T79 4 Construction Mgmt TBA TBA C212 
ECI 6617 T79 3 Groundwater & Seepage TBA TBA C2-12 
*ECM 6416 T79 3 Discrete Sys Simulation TBA TBA C212 
*EEL 5630 T79 3 Modern Control Design TBA TBA C212 
*EEL 6349 T79 3 Computer Sys Design TBA TBA C212 
EEL 6372 T79 3 Operational Amplifers TBA TBA C212 
*EEL 6530 T79 3 Communication Theory TBA TBA C212 
*EEL 6560 T79 3 · Optical Electronics TBA TBA C212 
*EML 5271 T79 3 · Intermediate Dynamics TBA TBA C212 
*EML 6155 T79 4 Convection Heat Transfer TBA TBA C212 
*EML 6453 T79 4 Energy Analysis TBA TBA C212 
*ENV 5355 T7a 3 Solid Wastes TBA TBA C212 
*ENV - 6317 T79 4 Operations Research II TBA TBA C212 
*MAP 5405 T79 3 Engr Math Analysis TBA TBA C212 
*STA 5326 T79 3 Statistics for Engineers TBA TBA C212 
T-Via TV Jape 
College of Humanities and Fin~ Arts 
ENC 3352 71 3 Prof Report Writing I T 1700-1950 B251 
PHI 3800 71 4 Aesthetics T 1800-2150 B218 
College of Natural Sciences 
CAP 3001 71 3 Computer Fund Bus App I M 1700-1950 C217 
*MAC 3253 71 4 Applied Calculus I TR 1800-1950 B235 
Coll;e of &D,ii115~iences 
ANT 3410 71 4 Social Anthropology R 1200-1550 B218 
CCJ 3451 71 4 Justice System Technology R 1800-2150 B251 
CCJ 4450 71 4 Justice Policy & Social Cont . M 1800-2150 B235 
*INP 3004 71 4 Industrial Psychology R 1800-2150 B125 
LEA 3001 71 4 Law & Legal Syste, w 1800-2150 B235 
MMC 4200 71 4 Legal Resp Mass Media T 1800-2150 B126 
*PAD 4803 71 4 Metropolitan Admin w 1800-2150 B126 
*PSB 3002 71 4 Physiological Psychology M 1800-2150 B251 
RTV 4311 ·71 4 TV film Documentary M 1800-2150 B125 
*SOC 3110 71 4 Sociology of Deviant Beh w 1800-2150 B251 
*SOW 3302 71 4 Intro Social Wrk Soc Welfare R 1800-2150 B218 
·sow 4510 71 12 Field Experience TBA TBA TBA 
*SOW 4510 72 8 . Field Experience TBA TBA TBA 
*SOW 4522 71 4 Field Experience Seminar TBA TBA TBA 
$QW 4522 is to be taken simultaneously with SOW 4510. 
SSI 4932 71 4 Spec Topics: Science T 1800-2150 C209 
*Course Regulres Prereguisite Ficton 




















































Reglstratlonf or the following off-campus credit courses may be accomplished in the Brevard Center during registration or during the first class 
meeting. The yellow copy of the completed registration form with a check or money order for full fee payment must be mailed or delivered to the 
C,ashler's Office, Finance and Accounting Division, not later than midnight, Friday, January 11, 1980. Information on p,ossible teacher cer· 
tlficatlon uses for off-campus credit courses may be obtained from the College of Education, telephone 275-2366. 
Comm Crs Qtr Bldg/Room 
PFX No. Sec. Hrs. Title Day Hour location Instructor 
College of Education 
~ EDA 6061 91 4 Org & Admin of Schools T 1700-2050 B233 Shadgett Beginning Date 01-08-80 
*EEX 5937 91 3 ST:Mainst Ex Pupils Reg Cl M 1700-2050 C208 Olson Beginning Date 01-07-80 
*EVT 3367 93 4 Eval of Voe Inst w 1700-2050 C207 Staff 
Beginning Date 01-09-80 
EVT 3371 93 4 Esstl Skills Voe Educ w 1700-2050 c2·01 Staff 
Beginning Date 01-09-80 
*EVT 3562 93 3 Spec Needs Voe Ed $tu w 1700-2050 C207 Staff 
Beginning Date 01-09-80 
*EVT 3815 93 3 Mgmt Voe Class & Lab w 1700-2050 C207 Staff 
Beginning Date 01-09-80 
*EVT 4368 97 2 Adv Teach Tech Voe Ed w 1700-2050 C207 Staff 
Beginning Date 01·09-80 
*EVT 4368 98 3 Adv Teach Tech Voe Ed w 1700-2050 C207 Staff 
Beginning Date 01-09-80 
*EVT 4368 99 4 Adv Teach Tech Voe Ed w 1700-2050 C207 Staff 
. Beginning Date 01·09-80 
C~llege of Healtli Related Professions 
ff SC 4302 91 4 Comm & Publlc Health R 1700·2050 B126 Bergner 
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UCF debaters 'talking their way to title' 
by Carol Arnold 
1tlff writer 
With four recent major victor ies, the 
UCF debate team is talking their way 
to a national title, according to coach 
Jeff Butler. 
On Thanksgiving weekend, the var-
sity team of Barry Ragsdale and Jeff 
Liddicott placed third in the 
Georgetown Univ.:ersity tournament in 
Washington D.C. Losing to the Univer-
~ty of Kentucky and Augustana 
Q>lJege. TJ.ie event was described as 
"unique" by B!Jt~~r_. "!_t sho'::"'s that 
Mattson-from page 3 
Bureau of Chemical Industry were 
women who held administrative 
positions, he said. 
Research work is not extensive, 
remarked .Mattson. "They have some 
groups on basic resear~h, but it is 
mainly applied," said Mattson. 
"Research work is inefficient because 
the-re are communication problems 
between the plant and the lab, which 
are separated." 
PLACES OF interest, hospitals, 
communes, and elementary schools 
were also. visited. Mattson said the 
group traveled quite a bit. Some cities 
they visited are Shanghai, Canton, and 
~anking . Mattson toured the Forbid-
den City, the mausoleums of Chairman 
Mao Tse Tung and of Dr. Sun Yat-sen. 
"I was imp~essed mostly by the wa'i-rnth 
~ and -frfendlin-ess . of the- -people," 
said Mattson. "They' re real honest 
·people. We never even had to lock ou.r 
hotel rooms." 
In one formal ceremony whi ch gave 
a brief introduction to the tour group, 
Mattson said the speaker stated that 
China was far too centralized. The 
speaker quoted Chairman Mao, whom 
Mattson said was "like the Bible" in 
justify ing Chinese policy . -The speaker 
said . "The strength of the U.S. was 
decentralization," Mattson comment_-
_£d. •"That's amusing because we don't 
have as many state's rights. " 
ANGELINA'S 
SUBSliOP 
'Best Northern· Style 
Subs & Chef Salad 
ACROSS FROM FTU 
PH. 277~3350 
HRS. MON.-FRI 10-11 
SAT. 10-10 ~UN.11-9 · 
\ . 




$1 9:M~m MASTER CHARGE 
(Exp. 1218 / 79) VIS~ 
· . • Je HAIRS~Y~l~G 
. BUnER PLAZA U~~ : QOODINGS PLAZA 
.R78-2300 TUES.• ~~ioiil1.~,SAt. : 869·899·1 
. ~· ~6 & HOWELL ~UNCH MOhTHUftS: Q~ •3' 5 ~ON.m~w 
• • . ' · .. ClJCllTAILHOURS:MON.infORS.5·8 ·" : • · '".-· -
... APPT. NOT ALWAYS NEC. --
they have the ability to pull themselves 
up when the pressure is on." The pair 
lost their first three rounds but 
recovered and won the next seven. If 
they had lost one more round they 
would have been eliminated from 
preliminary-final rounds for the first 
time this year. 
In the Wake Forest tournament, held 
in North Carolina on Nov . 1'6-20, the 
same varsity team had a chance to 
meet debate teams from UCLA and the 
University of Southern California . 
Both a_re regarded as top team c; . Rutler 
said . 
. --~~····-~ 
FemP1itlDepot ----· - --- E.Colonl11Depot 
140 Femwood Blvd. 5101 E. Colonl1I Dr. 
Among the 70 teams that attended, 
the UCF team placed second, losing to 
Northwestern University. In addition 
to the two Californ ia teams, UCF out 
del:fated teams from Notre Dame, Dart-
~oµth College. the University .. of 
Alabama, the Un iversity of Georgia 
and the University of Texas. 
decision to Dartmouth Coilege. u·CF 
ranked higher than teams from Har-
vard, the University of Ala0ama , Ohio 
State and West Point. 
The Xavier University tcmrnament 
reaped a first place victorv, a silver 
bowl, and a plaque for the team. The 
30 teams included debaters from North-
Earlier .in the month, the team 
traveled to Emory Un iversity in Atlan-
ta, where 88 teams participated in one 
of the largest' debate tournaments in 
the country .. Wake Forest placed first, 
while UC'F took third i11 a 3-2 SJ)lit 
· western, Harvard, Emory, Dart- . 
mouth and Madis9n College. . 
"We have a real ·strong .;hance to 
win nationals, but there is no_ way to 
tell if we'll place first or fifth at this. 
point.'~ said Ragsdale. 
St~aks-Seafood 
ltaJian Food 
,. ... .~ 
~----------, I Buy one dinner at Reg. Pri~ and get 2nd dinner (equal or lesser val.) I 
, .,, -FOR 'h PRICE 
I~ KILROY STATIONl ~ I 
I ~ FIRST Cl.ASS PACKAGE . ~ I 
~ EXPIRES ~em~r 14, i979 I 
Join us at 
E. Colonial L~cation 
for the Best in 
LATE NIGHT DISCO 
Fem P1rtl, Flortdl 32730 Orl1ndo, Florldl 32807 I Coupon not vu l id wilh anv otlw~ t·oin or promo! ion.J 
Sun-Ladies Nite 
Mon-2 for 1 Nite 
Tues-Ladies Nite 
Wed-2 for 1 Nite 
Thurs-Trivia Nite ----------- (Fre4! Prizes) (305)830.0100 (305)273-8500 17 ·92 1nd 436 next to Jal-Alll 1 mlle eHt of Fashion Sqwim . 
ATTENTION 
Ho:w .would you like to become associated with Sea World .and become involved 
with one of the most exciting expansion projects to date; Florida Festival. 
You can find a job almost anywhere in Orlando so why work at Sea World? 
Coupled with Sea World's in-park expansion, the Florida Festival project brings 
together a un~que shopping, dining and entertainment experience. 
At Sea World We Offer: 
... a good starting wage 
... fringe benifits, which include paid vacation, 
profit sharing, complimentary park admission 
and several social events and sports activities 
... your working uniform is provided 
... a company image and reputation unsurpassed 
in our community 
In Return Sea World Wants: 
.. .individuals who maintain a good appearnace, 
a ready smile, a sincere personality and a 
willingness to work for the purpose of self and 
guest satisfaction. · -
. Eiitry Level Positions available in: 
FOOD SERVICES: Full-time, Part-time and 
Temporary Seasonal 
CUSTODIAL: Full-time, Part-time and 
Te~porary Seasonal 
· MERCHL\NDISE: Part-time ~nd Temporarv 
Seasonal -
OPERATIONS: Part-time and .Temporarv 
Seasonal -
ADMISSIONS: Part-time and Temporarv 
·seasonal · 
"'+,,. ..  
_ WHY NOT GIVE US A TRY? . .. 
WE WOULD LOVE iO'ts"'p .. , ..,,<,,-,;,;.··· .... :., .. ,,,:_,.,Y@r,qw::,. ·· :>\·,(~1~trmt':';~;.~~~:r~?· .,,,· .. 
... ~ EAK WITH YOU! .. ~~:~ ... )~.J,,,-~»:L:-':~~ .. ,., 
·-~~;~~:;;;;;;;;;;,:~:~7.<-, " . 
SEAW@RLD® 
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Fo6~ball season ends on winning note 
by Jim Ames downs. Kiggins intercepted a Ri chaTd James successful, as UCF charged out to a 14-
stattwrlter With 2:0q lpft in the opening quar- pass· 'five yards deep in the end zone 0 lead.. On the year, Hungerford suc-
The UCF Football Knights · have · ter,; Cullison found :Pi"ain, who had a and raced down the-. sideline before cessfully converted 12 of 12 extra point 
done the . seemingly impossible , step on his defender, and Cullison being pushed out of bounds on the attempts . 
. finishing their virgin season with a 6-2 threaded the needle, as the 38-yard Morehouse _33-yard line. Kiggins ran Morehouse followed the UCF 
record. The Knights closed their passing play resulted in six points for 72 yards on the play. scoring drive with an offensive attack 
season with a 14-7 victory over a much the Knights. It took only five plays for the as they drove 74 yards in 14 plays, and 
larger Morehouse College squad . In the second quarter, ·the UCF Knights' offense to take advantage of used the ground game to score their 
It was the now familiar combination defense made a goal line stance which the good field position . Once again it only touchdown of the ·evening, 
of Mike Cullison firing to his wide thwarted a Morehouse scoring threat, was Cullison finJing Bobby Joe Plain, making the score 14-7. . 
rec~iver Bobby Joe Plain that account- On ·third down and one yard to go tor a this time for a 9-yard touchdown pass. By halftime, UCF's Mike Cul.lison 
ed ~or UCF's tWo first half touchdowns. . Tiger score, Knight corrierback Tim Mark Hungerford's extra attemp~ was _ had completed 8 of 12 in the passing 
qepartment , including the two TD 
passes, for l 02 ya rds. Also in the first 
nalf, punter Brett Porche nailed a 54-
. yard punt, something UCF fans did not 
see earlier in the season . 
The second half was quiet in terms of 
scoring, but ·the Tigers threatened as a 
second quarter drive moved the ball 
down to the Knight 5-yard line. On 
third down and goal to go, UCF's Mike 
O'Shaughnessy sacked quarterback 
· Richard James for a 10-yard loss. On· 
fourth down, Morehouse elected to at- -· 
. tempt a 30-yard field goa 1, but the at-
tempt. was wide to the right , and the 
. Kni'ghts took over possesion of the ball. , 
·on their next drive, UCF drove to 
the Morehouse 27-yard line. The 
Tigers stopped the Knights and began 
a drive that would have tied the score. 
Morehouse rushed their way to the 
UCF 11, but were penalized on an 
ineligible receiver downfield and lost 
15 yards, making it third down and 25 
to go. The Tigers were . not to 
capitalize on the drive, as. the Knights 
stym 'ed the Morehouse offensive effort 
with just two minutes left in the 
ballgame. 
It was UCF's Charlie Ziegler who 
notched the Knights' first down with 
l :35 left to play to secure. th~ UCF vie- · 
to.ry. 
UCF's Mike Williams makes a gain against Murehouse College in the Knights. last game of the;;.~~~:"' •om 
which they won 14-7 
About 13,309 fans came to the 
Tangerine Bowl to watch UCF. It was 
:mnounced earlier in the week that 
UCF had set a national attendance 
·ecord for a Division III school-the 
highest average attend~nce at .Division 
III football games. 
Volleyball team looks toward national tourney 
by Patti Linzy 
freelance writer 
. Despite a rash of injuries and 
illnesses, the Lady Knights successfully 
defended their Division II regional 
vollP.yball title at the University of 
Alabama, defeating Florida Inter-
national Un.iversity 12-15, 15-1 l, 15-9 
in the finals. 
UCF was witho, _ the services of 
starter Pam PierGe, who suffered an 
~nkle injury during practice just prior 
to the tourney. ··in ·addition, starters . 
Tammy Cipcfo and Laura Smith suf-
.fered frorp the flu· throughout the com-
petition. 
The Knights gave up no more than 
four points .in any of the first three 
matches. The toughest comp~tition 
came· from fellow-Floridians FIU, who 
took the Lady Knights to three games 
in both the semifinal and final mat- . 
ches. 
Scores of the regional matches were 
as follows: UCF-Alabama State, l 5-0, 
15-2; UCF-Montevallo, 15-2, 15-1; 
UCF-West Georgia, 15-1 , 15-3 ; UCF-
Fiorida Southern, 15-11, 15-10; UCF-
FIU, 9-1.5, 15-4, 15-12; UCF-FIU, 12-
15 , 15-1l,15-9. 
'(ammy Cipcic, Laura Smith and. 
Celestine ~ilson earned selections to 
the all-regional team, as UCF took 
three of the six avai:able spots. 
Next Thursday the UCF's women's 
volleyball team will begin defense of 
its national title as the Lady Knights 
play host to the' AIA W Division II 
national voll_eybap ~our!lflment. 
~--
Pool play will begin Dec. 6, and last 
from 8:45 a.m. ·to 10 p .m. On Dec. 7., 
double elimination matches wiii be 
pl~yed from9 a .m. -t~ 10 p.m. Quarter 
teams in each pool then advance, and fadors which have hamp.er~d the 
all ¢ight teams are re-seeded and enter preparation of the team for nation~ls; 
double elimination play Friday. according to Head Coach Lucy Mc-
UCF, number one seed, will play Daniel. 
three matche~ Thursday, meeting the AH-t~~rnament passes are available fin<f}s, semifinals and final matches 
are slated tor Dec.~. College of Charl~ston at 10:30 a.m., for adults at $11 and students at $8. 
The 16 teams entered in the event 
are divided into four groups. On 
Thursday, each team plays eyery other 
team in its pool once. The. top two 
the University of Delaware· at 1 Z: l' 5 Tickets for the i.ndividuar davs are $4 
p.m. and Northeri:i Colorado at 5:30 for !adults and $3 for students on Thurs 
p.m. da~ and - Frilay, while Saturday's 
Injuries _and the ~oliE~-~ are some _ championship tickets are $5 tor adults 
and $4 for students. -
Lady KDights fi.i1d victory.in jamboree 
by Patti 1:-inzy 
freelii..Ce writer 
Using speed and deter~ination to overcome a height 
disadvantage, the UCF's women's basketball team opened 
the 1979'-80 season with two vidories in the UCF Jamboree. 
'Ithe Lady Knights slipped by the University of Florida, 29- · 
2 7, in the opening session and then coasted by r'lagler· 
College, 36-30, in the final round. · 
Cindy Frank, top scorer against UF with · nine points," 
sealed the win over the Gators with a foul shot in the final 
three seconds of the period. ~arcie SwHley added eight 
more for UCF. 
In the matchup with , Flagler, freshman Mary Holapa 
came off the bench to score 14 points, while Dale Zimmer-
man contributed 10 to the winning cause. . 
1 
Battling a potent scoring attack, the Lady Knights lost 
their home opener to Armstrong State University, 98-77. 
Although the UCF offense picked up in the second half, the 
squad couldn't keep up with the Armstrong sharp shooters, 
led by sophomore center Cindy Pound's 41 poin1s. , 
Zimmerman sparked the Lady Knights with 18 points, 
while freshman Holapa and Swilley bucketed 15 and 14 
points, respectively. 
A major blow to the squad was the loss of sen.ior ,starting 
!Suar.d D~~b,ie Wilson on the open)nJr minl!,t-68 _of the j~m-.· 
.. (. ~. "; . 
- - ~. 
boree. Wilson slammed into a wall ~t the end of the court 
and suffered a broken bone in her right arm. Although she 
may return to practice next week, Wilson will probably not 
be at full playing strength until January. · 
Head Coach N~ncy S,irmons said she was both proud and 
pleased with the way her team perfoi:med in the jamboree. · 
"Because of the situation of playing 20-minute sessions, 
neither UCF nor Fl~gler was discreet about their fouls . They 
were definitely more physical and agressive because it was 
harder to foul out." 
With eight returners on the 15-player squad, experience 
will not be a problem. Among the returners are Dale Zim-
merman, Cindy Frank, A)ice Andrews, Debbie Wilson, Vera 
Brown, Laura Smith, and Celestine "Tiny" Wilson. Both 
Smith an'd Wilson will join the team at the close of volleyball 
season. 
New recruits include Marcie Swilley, Sonya Manley, and 
Susan Prehn. There are also four walk-ons on the squad ' 
Ma~yHolapa, Tudor Mclntyre, Gayle Hlutcher and ;:,racey 
H.eynolds. 
Sirmons said she expects good things from this year's 
squad, despite a lack of height. "That's not going to 
discourage us though. We should be much faster and handle 
the ball better. Also we hav~ lr1ore, quickness, depth, and 
strength·. tha-n last ye~T." .~... ~ • 
·.... (' : . . ~ .· . •.· .·· ..,- .. 
.· '-
• ... 4, " ... ~·.* .... . ·,. , . '·. . .... : ... '~ . J • . • _ '! • r • :ft~;. . . ~.:i~1;~, ... .. . . . ~ ... ~ . !. :-- ~ . .. 
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Jones runs offense for the Knights 
· Brian LaPeter/Future 
by Fred Lee 
staff writer 
,_Slowl y and deliberately, G erald Jones dribbled the ball down court, carefully 
survey ing the playe rs before him jockey ing tor position around the basket. Out of 
the corn er of his eye, he spotted a blurr moving towards the basket. Jon~s hit the 
pl ayer with a pass and he scored. 
It's only pra ctice , but Gerald Jones hopes this is a scene that will be repea ted 
many times during the upcoming UCF basketba ll season. 
'Tm the guy that runs the offense," he explained . " I basically handle the ball , 
set up the offense and control the tempo of the game." 
Jones, a 6'1'.' senior from Chattanooga , Tenn ., will be playing point guard for 
the Knights. Last year he averaged nearl y 16 points a game and pulled down 115 
rebounds. "I started half the time and was the 'sixth man' half the time," said 
Jones . 
At ·KirkmanHigh School in Chattanogga , Jones was named all-city, all-state, and 
was player of the year in his conference. 
His main ambition this year is "to play consistent game after game. " He· said 
he doesn't consider himself a "flashy" player, but does like to drive to the basket 
instead of taking the jumper "like I should." 
'TH be a scorer alorig with controlling the team," said Jones. "Coach Clark 
gave me the green light to shoot whenever I have it ." 
Jones said he is optomistic about his teams chances in the Sunshine State Con-
ference. "From what I know, it will be tough, but we'll have a good chance. 
Rollins has a lot of players coming back," he said. "It really depends on what kind 
of year we have." 
Wrestlers 
·host open 
The Knights wrest I ing team hosted the 
UCF open n Nov. 17. There were no 
team points for the open and indi vid i.1a 
places for UCF contenders were as 
foll ows: 
114 pounds l st--Dave Sta nley 
129 pounds 2nd--Bob Wimbe rl y 
3rd--Kirk MacBeth . 
145 pounds J st--Dough Peters 
161 pounds 1 st--Jon Meyers 
2nd--Mike Aspesi 
· 3rd--Scott Bradl ey 
Gerald Jones 
Gerald - Jones, a 6-foot-l inch 
senior from Chattanooga, Tenn. 
plays the position of guard for 
UCF. 
170 pounds 3rd--Ba rt Biddle 
180 pounds 2nd--Steve Loebig 
193pounds l st-Ray 'BArke r · 
3rd--J. T amburo 
H ea vyweight , l st~-Bob Tripka 
2nd--M ike Brown 








Basketball (W)-South Florida 7:00 p.m. 
Basketball (Ml-Furman 8:00 p.m. 
Wrestllng-Bl3ck & Gold 
B&aketball (W)·Rolllns 











New Orleans, La. 
Dec. 6 Volleyball-AIAW Natlonal 
plus 
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY 
MARCHING CHIEFS 
Dlvlslon Championships TBA Home 
Home Dec."J Volleyball·AIAW Natlonal Division II Championships TBA 
Live Entertainment 
OPEN FOR LUNCH 
11-2 pm M-F 
7 45 Bennet Rd. 
1 Block off HWY 50 
HAPPY HOUR 
4-7 Mon-Fri 
2 for 1 Drinks 
WE ARE NOW BUYING 
Coins - Stamps - Gold -
Silver - Jewelry - Paper 
Money - Class Rings 
$ immediate cash $ 
ORLANDO COINS & STAMPS 
9804 East Colonial Drive 




WE Have a good supply of Coin and 
Stamp Supp~es. 
Variety of COLLECTOR PLATtS 
OPEN 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 .P .. m. 






TOP COMPET.ING BANDS 
at the 
TANGERINE BOWL 
SAT •• DECEMBER I. 1979 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 




The Air Force has openings for young men and women majoring in 
selected science and engineering fields. Like Aeronautical. Aerospace. 
General and Electrical Engineering. Mathematics. Physics and Com· 
puter Technology. 
To help prepare for one of these. A ir Force ROTC offers two and 
four-year programs of study which will defray some of your college 
costs. 
After completion of the AFROTC requirement. and upon your grad· 
uation . you ·11 be commissioned an officer in the Air Force. Then comes 
responsibility. experience in your specialty with some of the best peo· 
pie and facilities· in the world . and a mission with a purpose. You' ll get 
excellent starting salary. medical and dental care. 30 days of paid va -
cation beginning your first year. and more. 
Look into the Air Force ROTC program right away. See what's in it 
for you . See how you can serve your country in return. ·You'll be glad 
you put your major jo work on a job that really counts. 
For more Information contact Phone: 275-2264 
Professor of Aerospace Studies 
General Classroom Building, Room 310 
:ROTC 
Gotewoy to a greot way of life. 
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What Do You Want 
From Collegel 
ssssssssssssss n1 
Add It To Yo_ur Schedule. 
There's nothing wrorig with 
a little materialism. 
·We'll admit it. One of the 
selling features of Army 
ROTC is ju.st plain cold cash 
.. . nearly $2500 during your 
junior and senior years of col-
lege. There's also the oppor-
tunity for a full-tuitio!l scholar-
ship. And a competitive salarY 
as an Army officer when you 
graduate . 
If any of .this interests you, 
check out Army ROTC. And 
even if you enroll for the 
money, you'll graduate with 
something worth a lot more. 
... gold bars of an Army offi-
cer. 
. But we've got other good 
things to offer you, too. Col-
lege courses which challenge 
you both mentally and physi-
cally. Management trainin·g 
an_d experience you'll find val-
uable in civilian as well as in 
military jobs. And instant lead-
ership responsibility in your 
first job after college. 
ARMYgOTC 
LEARNWHAT . 






Homecoming Week 80 
A Ro~ring Salute to the _20' s 
. . . 
Schedule of Events 
MONDAY, JANUARY 21 .. --
11 :00-1 :00 pm Green Entertainment -James Durst 
VC Green 
7:00 pm Third Annual Bong Show 
VCAR Featuring Master of Ceremonies, 
Michael Marlin-Comedian and Juggler 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 22 
8:00 pm Loco-motion Vaudeville 
VCAR Admission: $2 .00 at the door 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23 . 





Speakeasy-Featuring music of the 20's 
Costume and Dance Contests 
12:00 noon Homecoming Parade 
Around the Reflecting Pond . 
1 :00 pm 
Reflecting Pond 







Immediately following the Parade 
Green· Entertainment-Transatlantique 
Village Center Movie-The Sting 
Admission: $1..25 at the door 
Bonfire 
Immediately following the movie 











Alun:mi Pizza & Beer Night 
Featuring flosie O'Grady's Band 
Basketball Game-UCF vs. Eckerd 
Halftime-Crowing of Homecoming King & Queen 
Homecoming Dance 
Featuring -"Toca" 




If you've ever wanted to learn to fly-
Now' s the time. Private Pilot course 
and ground school 
Introductory Flight-$15. 00 
Cessna 150-$18.00/hr ... solo,_wet 
275-2766 DAYS 
27_5-5042 EVES 
WE oo·MORE THAN JUST FLY! 
Based on the big. 
bold best seller 
that sold over 
9)1 million copies! 
R ~L~~·0 A PARAMOUNT RELEASE \Al 
Nov. 30, Dec. 2 8:30 p.m. VCAR . 
Free w/UCF Student l~D. G.P. $1.00 
RLB & PE~ party after the movie 
The Village Center 1-':tivities Board is funded 
through the Activity -and Service Fees, as 
allocated by the Student Government of UCF. 
.... 
